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PRP65200168LCID2052__x__CarDoorCollection 

[CarDoorCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

轿箱附加尺寸  

轿箱上人口 Displays the depth of the car door sill.  

轿门立柱 Specifies the width of the car door jamb.  

轿门坎 + 门立柱= Displays the resulting depth of the car entry.  

 

PRP65200169LCID2052__x__CarEntryDimension 

[CarEntryDimension] 
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Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectDim)  

(CarDoorCollection)  

 

PRP65200166LCID2052__x__DBGCollection 

[DBGCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

DBG  

轿壁到导轨（左、右） Specifies the distance between the car wall and the guide rail (left and right 

side).  

左轿壁 Specifies the thickness of the left car wall.  

右轿壁 Specifies the thickness of the right car wall.  

轿厢宽度 Specifies the car width.  

导轨间距 Displays the resulting distance between guides.  

 

PRP65200165LCID2052__x__DBGDimension 

[DBGDimension] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectDim)  

(DBGCollection)  

 

PRP65200206LCID2052__x__EntranceJTSCollection 

[EntranceJTSCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

厅选按钮和指示按钮  

入口位置 Provides the opportunity to select a different display, hall button 

configuration. This option is intended for group elevators (provides the 

opportunity to e.g. select a configuration which only displays one hall button 

per floor for a two elevator group).  
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所有楼层操纵盘 Determines whether to apply hall buttons on all floors of the current shaft wall 

or not.  

    不 Specifies not to apply hall buttons on all floors.  

    是 Specifies to apply hall buttons on all floors.  

顶层楼操纵盘型式 Provides the opportunity to select another hall button type for the top floor.  

中间楼层操纵盘型式 Provides the opportunity to select another hall button type for the intermediate 

floors.  

底层楼按钮型式 Provides the opportunity to select another hall button type for the bottom 

floor.  

所有楼层操纵盘 Determines whether to apply hall displays on all floors of the current shaft 

wall or not.  

    不 Specifies not to apply hall displays on all floors.  

    是 Specifies to apply hall displays on all floors.  

 

PRP65200207LCID2052__x__HBAddHoleDepthCollection 

[HBAddHoleDepthCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

墙洞深  

Autom. calculated 

value 

Provides the opportunity to calculate one of the values for the specification of 

the wall opening depth automatically.  

    Y0 The distance Y0 gets calculated automatically.  

    DY The wall opening depth gets calculated automatically.  

    Y1 The distance Y1 gets calculated automatically.  

    None None of the values used for the specification of the wall opening depth gets 

calculated automatically.  

Y0 Specifies the distance between the outer edge of the shaft wall and the wall 

opening.  

DY Specifies the depth of the wall opening.  

Y1 Specifies the distance between the inner edge of the shaft wall and the wall 

opening.  

Show Y-dimensions Specifies whether to display add. wall opening depth dimensions in the 

drawing or not.  

    不 No add. dimensions regarding the wall opening depth will be shown in the 

drawing.  

    是 Add. dimensions regarding the wall opening depth will be shown in the 

drawing.  
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PRP65200204LCID2052__x__HBAddHoleGeneralCollection 

[HBAddHoleGeneralCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

常规   

位置   

    前 
 

 

    后 
 

 

    左 
 

 

    右 
 

 

    顶部 
 

 

    底部 
 

 

 

PRP65200203LCID2052__x__HBAddHoleHeightCollection 

[HBAddHoleHeightCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

墙洞高  

Autom. calculated 

value 

Provides the opportunity to calculate one of the values for the specification of 

the wall opening height automatically.  

    ZD The distance Z0 gets calculated automatically.  

    DZ The wall opening height gets calculated automatically.  

    Z1 The distance Z1 gets calculated automatically.  

    None None of the values used for the specification of the wall opening height gets 

calculated automatically.  

ZD Specifies the distance between the pit and the lower wall opening edge.  

DZ Specifies the height of the wall opening.  

Z1 Sepcifies the distance between the upper wall opening edge and the shaft 

ceiling.  
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Show Z-dimensions Specifies whether to display add. wall opening height dimensions in the 

drawing or not.  

    不 No add. dimensions regarding the wall opening height will be shown in the 

drawing.  

    是 Add. dimensions regarding the wall opening height will be shown in the 

drawing.  

 

PRP65200205LCID2052__x__HBAddHoleWidthCollection 

[HBAddHoleWidthCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

墙洞宽  

Autom. calculated 

value 

Provides the opportunity to calculate one of the values for the specification of 

the wall opening width automatically.  

    X0 The distance X0 gets calculated automatically.  

    DX The wall opening width gets calculated automatically.  

    X1 The distance X1 gets calculated automatically.  

    None None of the values used for the specification of the wall opening width gets 

calculated automatically.  

X0 Specifies, depending on the selected shaft wall, the distance between the front, 

rear, right or left shaft wall and the start of the wall opnening.  

DX Specifies the width of the wall opening.  

X1 Specifies, depending on the selected shaft wall, the distance between the front, 

rear, right or left shaft wall and the start of the wall opnening.  

Show X-dimensions Specifies whether to display add. wall opening width dimensions in the 

drawing or not.  

    不 No add. dimensions regarding the wall opening width will be shown in the 

drawing.  

    是 Add. dimensions regarding the wall opening width will be shown in the 

drawing.  

 

PRP65200180LCID2052__x__HBDuctHoleCollection 

[HBDuctHoleCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

连接孔位置  

对重铁影响对重架的高度 Specifies the position of the duct-hole basis point.  

    在控制盒中间 The duct-hole basis point is positioned relatively to the lower left 
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corner of the panel hole.  

    
到控制盒左下角的相关距离 

The duct-hole basis point is positioned relatively to the center of 

the panel hole.  

连接孔大小  

DX Specifies the duct-hole width.  

DZ Specifies the duct-hole height.  

连接孔位置  

X0 Specifies the duct-hole position in X-direction, based on the slected 

basis point.  

ZD Specifies the duct-hole position in Z-direction, based on the 

selected basis point.  

 

PRP65200130LCID2052__x__HBHoleDepthCollection 

[HBHoleDepthCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

墙洞深  

箱体深度 Specifies the depth of the hall button / hall display box.  

箱体后面的间距 Specifies the clearance behinde the hall button / hall display box.  

计算所得开口的深度 Specifies the resulting hall button / hall display wall opening depth.  

 

PRP65200163LCID2052__x__HBHoleDepthDimension 

[HBHoleDepthDimension] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectDim)  

(HBHoleDepthCollection)  

 

PRP65200150LCID2052__x__HBHoleHeightCollection 

[HBHoleHeightCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

墙洞高  
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向上的距离 Specifies the distance between the upper edge of the hall button / hall display 

box and the upper edge of the wall opening.  

箱体高度 Specifies the height of the hall button / hall display box.  

向下的距离 Specifies the distance between the bottom line of the hall button / hall display 

box and the lower edge of the wall opening.  

计算所得开口高度 Specifies the resulting hall button / hall display wall opening height.  

 

PRP65200161LCID2052__x__HBHoleHeightDimension 

[HBHoleHeightDimension] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectDim)  

(HBHoleHeightCollection)  

 

PRP65200124LCID2052__x__HBHoleWidthCollection 

[HBHoleWidthCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

墙洞宽  

到左边的距离 Specifies the distance between the left side of the hall button / hall display box 

and the left edge of the wall opening.  

箱体宽度 Specifies the with of the hall button / hall display box.  

到右边的距离 Specifies the distance between the right side of the hall button / hall display box 

and the right edge of the wall opening.  

计算所得开口宽度 Specifies the resulting hall button / hall display wall opening width.  

 

PRP65200162LCID2052__x__HBHoleWidthDimension 

[HBHoleWidthDimension] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectDim)  

(HBHoleWidthCollection)  

 

PRP65200136LCID2052__x__L_Projects 
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[L_Projects] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

建筑师  

姓名1 Specifies the name of the first project architect.  

姓名2 Specifies the name of the second project architect.  

街道 Specifies the street of the project architect.  

邮编 Specifies the post code of the project architect.  

城市 Specifies the city of the project architect.  

国家 Specifies the country of the project architect.  

电话 Specifies the telephone number of the project architect.  

传真 Specifies the fax number of the project architect.  

业主  

姓名1 Specifies the name of the first project owner.  

姓名2 Specifies the name of the second project owner.  

街道 Specifies the street of the project owner.  

邮编 Specifies the post code of the project owner.  

城市 Specifies the city of the project owner.  

国家 Specifies the country of the project owner.  

电话 Specifies the telephone number of the project owner.  

传真 Specifies the fax number of the project owner.  

土建管理机构  

姓名1 Specifies the name of the first site supervisor.  

姓名2 Specifies the name of the second site supervisor.  

街道 Specifies the street of the project site supervisor.  

邮编 Specifies the post code of the project site supervisor.  

城市 Specifies the city of the project site supervisor.  

国家 Specifies the country of the project site supervisor.  

电话 Specifies the telephone number of the project site supervisor.  
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传真 Specifies the fax number of the project site supervisor.  

电梯制造厂商  

姓名1 Specifies the name of the first elevator manufacturer.  

姓名2 Specifies the name of the second elevator manufacturer.  

街道 Specifies the street of the elevator manufacturer.  

邮编 Specifies the post code of the elevator manufacturer.  

城市 Specifies the city of the elevator manufacturer.  

国家 Specifies the country of the manufacturer 

电话 Specifies the telephone number of the elevator manufacturer.  

传真 Specifies the fax number of the elevator manufacturer.  

工程数据  

项目编号 Specifies the project number.  

项目名称 Specifies the project designation (is equal to the value Name in the Project 
category).  

审定号 Specifies the project commission number.  

图号 Specifies the project drawing number.  

设计人 Specifies the name of the project draftsman.  

日期 Specifies the project date.  

工程  

姓名 Specifies the project designation.  

街道 Specifies the project street.  

邮编 Specifies the post code of the project location.  

城市 Specifies the project city.  

国家 Specifies the project country.  

用户定义的值  

用户定义值0 Specifies the user defined project value 0 (integer value).  

用户定义值1 Specifies the user defined project value 1 (integer value).  

用户定义值2 Specifies the user defined project value 2 (integer value).  

用户定义值3 Specifies the user defined project value 3 (integer value).  

用户定义值4 Specifies the user defined project value 4 (integer value).  
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用户定义值5 Specifies the user defined project value 5 (integer value).  

用户定义值6 Specifies the user defined project value 6 (integer value).  

用户定义值7 Specifies the user defined project value 7 (integer value).  

用户定义值8 Specifies the user defined project value 8 (integer value).  

用户定义值9 Specifies the user defined project value 9 (integer value).  

用户定义值10 Specifies the user defined project value 10 (integer value).  

用户定义值11 Specifies the user defined project value 11 (integer value).  

用户定义值12 Specifies the user defined project value 12 (integer value).  

用户定义值13 Specifies the user defined project value 13 (integer value).  

用户定义值14 Specifies the user defined project value 14 (integer value).  

用户定义值15 Specifies the user defined project value 15 (integer value).  

用户定义值16 Specifies the user defined project value 16 (integer value).  

用户定义值17 Specifies the user defined project value 17 (integer value).  

用户定义值18 Specifies the user defined project value 18 (integer value).  

用户定义值19 Specifies the user defined project value 19 (integer value).  

用户定义值 

S0 

Specifies the user defined project value S0 (string value).  

用户定义值 

S1 

Specifies the user defined project value S1 (string value).  

用户定义值 

S2 

Specifies the user defined project value S2 (string value).  

用户定义值 

S3 

Specifies the user defined project value S3 (string value).  

用户定义值 

S4 

Specifies the user defined project value S4 (string value).  

用户定义值 

S5 

Specifies the user defined project value S5 (string value).  

用户定义值 

S6 

Specifies the user defined project value S6 (string value).  

用户定义值 

S7 

Specifies the user defined project value S7 (string value).  

用户定义值 Specifies the user defined project value S8 (string value).  
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S8 

用户定义值 

S9 

Specifies the user defined project value S9 (string value).  

 

PRP65200098LCID2052__x__LDRopeWizard 

[LDRopeWizard] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

工具  

钢丝绳助手 Provides the opportunity to change / modify, the roping course.  

 

PRP65200005LCID2052__x__LDXAnchorRail 

[LDXAnchorRail] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

长度  

使用标准长度 Determines whether to use standard or user defined anchor rail lengths. If the 

Standard option is set and the anchor rail length gets set manually afterwards, 

the length will either be changed according to the entered value, or gets replaced 

with a deviating, bigger anchor rail if the entered anchor rail length is not 

available in the LIFTdesigner database.  

    是 Specifies the usage of standard anchor rail lengths.  

    不 Specifies the usage of user defined anchor rail lengths.  

固定导轨间距 Specifies the anchor rail length Hint: If the length of a rail bracket anchor rail 

gets changed, this change affects all other rail bracket anchor rails also.  

长度自动计算  

自动计算长度 Determines whether to calculation the length of the anchor rails automatically or 

manually.  

    是 Specifies to calculate the anchor rail length automatically.  

    不 Specifies not to calculate the anchor rail length automatically.  

延伸常数 Specifies the add. anchor rail elongation.  

长度  

使用多个小锚定轨 Determines whether to use several small anchor rails (one per fixing point) or 
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one large anchor rail (one per fixing point row) for the landing door fixing.  

    是 Specifies the assignment of one small anchor rail per door fixing point.  

    不 Specifies the assignment of one large anchor rail for the door fixing points on the 

left, right, top or bottom side of the landing door.  

排列布置 Specifies the alignment of the small anchor rails for the landing door fixing. 

Determines whether the small anchor rails shall be aligned automatically or 

manually.  

    水平的 Aligns the small anchor rails horizontally.  

    垂直的 Aligns the small anchor rails vertically.  

 

PRP65200147LCID2052__x__LDXBeam 

[LDXBeam] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200146LCID2052__x__LDXBeams 

[LDXBeams] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200102LCID2052__x__LDXBearing 

[LDXBearing] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200101LCID2052__x__LDXBearingBlock 

[LDXBearingBlock] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 
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(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200008LCID2052__x__LDXBGConsole 

[LDXBGConsole] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXConsole)  

 

PRP65200026LCID2052__x__LDXBuffer 

[LDXBuffer] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

缓冲器选项   

缓冲器数量  Provides the opportunity to change the number of buffers.  

    一  Specifies the use of one buffer.  

    二  Specifies the use of two buffers.  

    三  Specifies the use of three buffers.  

    四  Specifies the use of four buffers.  

缓冲器状况  Specifies the buffer state.  

    未压缩的 

 

Specifies to display the buffer/s in uncompressed state.  

    压缩的 

 

Specifies to display the buffer/s in compressed state.  

缓冲器尺寸   

直径  Displays the buffer diameter.  

行程  Displays the travel of the selected buffer.  

扩展  Provides the opportunity to modify the predefined buffer settings 

individually.  
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在井道中的位置   

XY-位置  Determines whether to define the buffer xy-position automatically or 

manually 

    手动  Specifies to define the buffer xy-position manually.  

    自动  Specifies to define the buffer xy-position automatically.  

X0  Specifies the buffer x-position (the property xy-position must be set to 

manually previously).  

Y0  Specifies the buffer y-position (the property xy-position must be set to 

manually previously).  

缓冲器选项   

角  Specifies the buffer rotation angle. This option is intended for buffers 

whose geometry require the opportunity to specify an angle.  

 

PRP65200019LCID2052__x__LDXCar 

[LDXCar] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

(WeightsObjectCollection)   

尺寸   

轿厢宽度  Specifies the car width.  

轿厢深度  Specifies the car depth.  

轿厢高度  Specifies the car height.  

轿顶厚度  Specifies the car ceiling thickness.  

附加尺寸   

越程  Specifies the top run by of the car.  

欠程  Specifies the bottom run by of the car .  

轿厢顶部空间  Specifies the distance between the top edge of the car ceiling 

and the bottom edge of the top crossbar of the car frame 

construction (sling car frame).  

工具   

设置轿箱面积  Provides the opportunity to run the car area calculation 

(requires the EN81 calculation module).  

前壁   
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前轿门  Determines whether a front car door is used or not.  

    不  Disables the front car door.  

    是  Enables the front car door.  

前轿壁厚度  Specifies the car front wall thickness.  

左轿壁转角面板1  Determines whether to use a standard or a shaped return panel 

on the left side of the front car wall.  

    标准操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a standard return panel.  

    用户设定操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a shaped return panel.  

A1L  Specifies the A value (front car wall) of the left car return 

panel.  

B1L  Specifies the B value (front car wall) of the left car return 

panel.  

右轿壁转角面板1  Determines whether to use a standard or a shaped return panel 

on the right side of the front car wall.  

    标准操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a standard return panel.  

    用户设定操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a shaped return panel.  

A1R  Specifies the A value (front car wall) of the right car return 

panel.  

B1R  Specifies the B value (front car wall) of the right car return 

panel.  

后壁   

后轿门  Determines whether a rear car door is used or not.  

    不  Disables the rear car door.  

    是  Enables the rear car door.  

后轿壁厚度  Specifies the rear car wall thickness.  

左轿壁转角面板2  Determines whether to use a standard or a shaped return panel 

on the left side of the rear car wall.  

    标准操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a standard return panel.  

    用户设定操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a shaped return panel.  
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A2L  Specifies the A value (rear car wall) of the left car return panel.  

B2L  Specifies the B value (rear car wall) of the left car return panel.  

右轿壁转角面板2  Determines whether to use a standard or a shaped return panel 

on the right side of the rear car wall.  

    标准操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a standard return panel.  

    用户设定操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a shaped return panel.  

A2R  Specifies the A value (rear car wall) of the right car return 

panel.  

B2R  Specifies the B value (rear car wall) of the right car return 

panel.  

左壁   

左轿门  Determines whether a left car door is used or not.  

    不  Disables the left car door 

    是  Enables the left car door.  

左轿壁厚度  Specifies the left car wall thickness.  

左轿壁转角面板3  Determines whether to use a standard or a shaped return panel 

on the left side of the left car wall.  

    标准操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a standard return panel.  

    用户设定操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a shaped return panel.  

A3L  Specifies the A value (left car wall) of the left car return panel.  

B3L  Specifies the B value (left car wall) of the left car return panel.  

右轿壁转角面板3  Determines whether to use a standard or a shaped return panel 

on the right side of the left car wall.  

    标准操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a standard return panel.  

    用户设定操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a shaped return panel.  

A3R  Specifies the A value (left car wall) of the right car return 

panel.  

B3R  Specifies the B value (left car wall) of the right car return 

panel.  
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右壁   

右轿门  Determines whether a right car door is used or not.  

    不  Disables the right car door.  

    是  Enables the right car door.  

右轿壁厚度  Specifies the right car wall thickness.  

左轿壁转角面板4  Determines whether to use a standard or a shaped return panel 

on the left side of the right car wall.  

    标准操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a standard return panel.  

    用户设定操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a shaped return panel.  

A4L  Specifies the A value (right car wall) of the left car return 

panel.  

B4L  Specifies the B value (right car wall) of the left car return 

panel.  

右轿壁转角面板3  Determines whether to use a standard or a shaped return panel 

on the right side of the right car wall.  

    标准操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a standard return panel.  

    用户设定操纵盘 

 

Specifies the use of a shaped return panel.  

A4R  Specifies the A value (right car wall) of the right car return 

panel.  

B4R  Specifies the B value (right car wall) of the right car return 

panel.  

轿厢在井道里的位置   

预定位置  Provides the opportunity to move the car to a predefined or a 

user defined vertical position.  

    其它  Moves the car to a user defined location.  

    最高楼层  Moves the car to the top service floor.  

    最低楼层  Moves the car to the top service floor.  

    
最高楼层包括附加越程 

 
Moves the car to the top service floor incl. runby.  

    
最低楼层包括附加越程 

 
Moves the car to the bottom service floor incl. runby.  
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位置  Specifies the vertical position of the car (the property 

Predefined location must be set to Other previously).  

速度   

向上  Specifies the upwards car traveling speed.  

向下  Specifies the downwards car traveling speed.  

   

(LDRopeWizard)   

 

PRP65200020LCID2052__x__LDXCarBalustrade 

[LDXCarBalustrade] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

计算  

扶手计算 Determines whether the car balustrade settings shall be configured automatically 

(according to EN81) or manually.  

    不 Specifies the car balustrade settings manually.  

    EN 81 Specifies the car balustrade settings automatically, according to EN81.  

前  

扶手1 Determines whether to display the front car balustrade or not.   

    可用 Enables the front car balustrade.  

    不可用 Disables the front car balustrade.  

到前壁距离 Specifies the distance between the front car balustrade and the front car wall.  

前高度 Specifies the height of the front car balustrade (the property Calculate balustrade 
autom. must be set to No previously).  

后  

扶手2 Determines whether to display the rear car balustrade or not.   

    可用 Enables the rear car balustrade.  

    不可用 Disables the rear car balustrade.  

到后壁距离 Specifies the distance between the rear car balustrade and the rear car wall.  

后高度 Specifies the height of the rear car balustrade (the property Calculate balustrade 
autom. must be set to No previously).  
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左  

扶手3 Determines whether to display the left car balustrade or not.   

    可用 Enables the left car balustrade.  

    不可用 Disables the left car balustrade.  

到左壁距离 Specifies the distance between the left car balustrade and the left car wall.  

左高度 Specifies the height of the left car balustrade (the property Calculate balustrade 
autom. must be set to No previously).  

右  

扶手4 Determines whether to display the right car balustrade or not.   

    可用 Enables the left car balustrade.  

    不可用 Disables the right car balustrade.  

到右壁距离 Specifies the distance between the right car balustrade and the right car wall.  

右高度 Specifies the height of the right car balustrade (the property Calculate balustrade 
autom. must be set to No previously).  

 

PRP65200186LCID2052__x__LDXCarBumperRail 

[LDXCarBumperRail] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

缓冲线宽度尺寸  

宽度尺寸 Displays the width configuration setting for the selected bumper rail. This 

option gets set automatically by the "Bumper Rail arrangement" property of 

the parent "Bumperrails" object.  

    
由缓冲线数量确定。 

The bumper rail width gets set by the number of bumper rails.  

    每根缓冲线分开 The bumper rail widths get set separately.  

左列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the left side of the 

selected bumper rail and the adjanced bumper rail. This option is only 

available if the "Bumper Rails arrangement" property of the parent 

"Bumperrails" object gets set to "Manually" previously.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the selected bumper rail. This option is only available 

if the "Bumper Rails arrangement" property of the parent "Bumperrails" 

object gets set to "Manually" previously.  

右列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the right side of the 
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selected bumper rail and the adjanced bumper rail. This option is only 

available if the "Bumper Rail arrangement" property of the parent 

"Bumperrails" object gets set to "Manually" previously.  

缓冲线高度尺寸  

Z-尺寸 Provides the opportunity to change the height configuration settings for the 

selected bumper rail.  

    组处理 All bumper rails have the same height and clearance to the car floor.  

    该缓冲线不同。 The height and the clearance to the car floor can be set manually for this 

bumper rail.  

DZ Specifies the height of the selected bumper rail. This option is only available 

if the "Z-Dimensions" property gets set to "This bumper rail is different" 

previously.  

ZD Provides the opportunity to specify an add. movement for the selected 

bumper rail in z-direction. This option is only available if the "Z-

Dimensions" property gets set to "This bumper rail is different" previously.  

 

PRP65200185LCID2052__x__LDXCarBumperRails 

[LDXCarBumperRails] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

缓冲线布置  

缓冲线布置 Provides the opportunity to either align the bumper rails manually or 

automatically.  

    自动 The bumper rails get aligned automatically.  

    手动 The bumper rails get aligned manually.  

缓冲线数量 Displays the number of car bumper rails at the current car wall. This value can 

only being changed by switching the "Bumper Rails arrangement" property to 

"Manually" previously.  

开始分配 Provides the opportunity to select a different, predefined distribution start 

point for the bumper rails.  

    其它 The distribution of the bumper rails starts at another position.  

    在左角 The distribution of the bumper rails starts in the left wall edge.  

    在轿箱控制板旁 The distribution of the bumper rails starts at the car operating panel.  

    在右角 The distribution of the bumper rails starts in the right wall edge.  

    在轿架旁 The distribution of the bumper rails starts at the car frame.  
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    在轿箱中间 The distribution of the bumper rails starts in the car center.  

从第一根缓冲线开始 Provides the opportunity to align the first bumper rail either centered or lateral 

at the distribution start point.  

    在旁边 The first bumper rail gets aligned lateral at the distribution start point.  

    居中的 The first bumper rail gets aligned centered at the distribution start point.  

开始分配 Specifies the distance between the distribution start point for the bumper rails 

and the left / right wall edge.  

缓冲线大小  

默认缓冲线宽度 Specifies the default bumper rail width.  

最大缓冲线延宽 Specifies the maximum bumper rail width extension (for one bumper rail).  

缓冲线范围  

宽度计算 Provides the opportunity to either calculate the width of the bumper rails, or to 

calculate the clearance between the bumper rails and the left / right car wall 

automatically.  

    计算DX The overall width of the bumper rails gets calculated.  

    计算X1 The clearance between the bumper rails and the left / right car wall gets 

calculated.  

X0 Specifies the distance between the bumper rails and the left, right, front or rear 

car wall (depends on the current car wall). This option is only available if the 

"Width calculation" property gets set to "Calculate DX" previously.  

DX Specifies the overall width of the bumper rails at the current car wall. This 

option is only available if the "Width calculation" property gets set to 

"Calculate X1" previously.  

X1 Specifies the distance between the bumper rails and the left, right, front or rear 

car wall (depends on the current car wall). This option is only available if the 

"Width calculation" property gets set to "Calculate DX" previously.  

DZ Specifies the height of the bumper rails at the current car wall. This option is 

only available if the "Height calculation" property gets set to "Calculate Z1" 

previously.  

ZD Specifies the clearance between the bumper rails at the current car wall and the 

car floor. This option is only available if the "Height calculation" property gets 

set to "Calculate DZ" previously.  

 

PRP65200174LCID2052__x__LDXCarCeiling 

[LDXCarCeiling] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  
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通常的  

轿厢高度 Specifies the car height.  

轿顶厚度 Specifies the car ceiling height.  

顶板框架  

间距设置 Provides the opportunity to either specify the distance between the car ceiling and 

the car walls globally, or separately for each car wall.  

    一致的间距 The clearance between the ceiling and the walls is equal for all car walls.  

    不同的间距 The clearance between the ceiling and the walls is different for all car walls.  

轿架间距 Specifies the global clearance between the ceiling and the car walls.  

轿架前面间距 Specifies the distance between the front car wall and the front ceiling frame 

profile. This option is only available if the "Clearance settings" property gets set 

to "Different clearances" previously.  

轿架后面间距 Specifies the distance between the rear car wall and the rear ceiling frame profile. 

This option is only available if the "Clearance settings" property gets set to 

"Different clearances" previously.  

轿架左面间距 Specifies the distance between the left car wall and the left ceiling frame profile. 

This option is only available if the "Clearance settings" property gets set to 

"Different clearances" previously.  

轿架右面间距 Specifies the distance between the right car wall and the right ceiling frame 

profile. This option is only available if the "Clearance settings" property gets set 

to "Different clearances" previously.  

轿架宽度设置 Provides the opportunity to either specify the width of the circulating ceiling 

frame profiles globally or separately for each car wall.  

    
一致的轿架宽度 

The width of the ceiling frame profiles is equal at all car walls.  

    
不同的轿架宽度 

The width of the ceiling frame profiles is different at all car walls.  

轿架宽度 Specifies the global width of the circulating ceiling frame profiles.  

轿架前面宽度 Specifies the width of the front ceiling frame profile. This option is only available 

if the "Frame width settings" property gets set to "different frame widths" 

previously.  

轿架后面宽度 Specifies the width of the rear ceiling frame profile. This option is only available 

if the "Frame width settings" property gets set to "different frame widths" 

previously.  

轿架左面宽度 Specifies the width of the left ceiling frame profile. This option is only available 

if the "Frame width settings" property gets set to "different frame widths" 

previously.  

轿架右面宽度 Specifies the width of the right ceiling frame profile. This option is only available 

if the "Frame width settings" property gets set to "different frame widths" 

previously.  
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PRP65200190LCID2052__x__LDXCarCeilingPanel 

[LDXCarCeilingPanel] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

顶板单元的尺寸  

计算DX Provides the opportunity to change the width calculation settings for the selected 

ceiling panel.  

    自动 The width of the selected ceiling panel gets defined automatically.  

    手动 The width of the selected ceiling panel gets defined manually.  

DX Specifies the width of the selected ceiling panel. This option is only available if 

the "DX calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

X0 Specifies the x-position of the selected ceiling panel. This option is only available 

if the "DX calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

计算DY Provides the opportunity to change the length calculation settings for the selected 

ceiling panel.  

    自动 The length of the selected ceiling panel gets defined automatically.  

    手动 The length of the selected ceiling panel gets defined manually.  

DY Specifies the length of the selected ceiling panel. This option is only available if 

the "DY calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

Y0 Specifies the y-position of the selected ceiling panel. This option is only available 

if the "DY calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

计算DZ Provides the opportunity to change height calculation settings for the selected 

ceiling panel.  

    自动 The height of the selected ceiling panel gets defined automatically.  

    手动 The height of the selected ceiling panel gets defined manually.  

DZ Specifies the height of the selected ceiling panel. This option is only available if 

the "DZ calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

ZD Specifies the z-position of the selected ceiling panel. This option is only available 

if the "DZ calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

组合  

组合 Determines whether to apply the ceiling panel settings to all or just to the selected 

panel.  

    组处理 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all car ceiling panels.  

    
该顶板不同。 

Specifies to apply the user defined settings to the selected car ceiling panel only.  
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PRP65200198LCID2052__x__LDXCarCeilingPanelRow 

[LDXCarCeilingPanelRow] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

行单元  

行单元布置 Provides the opportunity to specify the panel number and length for the current 

ceiling panel row manually or automatically.  

    自动 The panel number and length of the current ceiling panel row gets calculated 

automatically.  

    手动 The panel number and length of the current ceiling panel row gets defined 

manually.  

行单元数量 Provides the opportunity to specify the number of ceiling panels for the current 

ceiling panel row. This option is only available if the "Row Items Arrangement" 

property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

行单元的默认宽 Provides the opportunity to change the length of the panels for the current ceiling 

panel row. This option is only available if the "Row Items arrangement" property 

gets set to "Manually" previously.  

行格式  

计算DX Provides the opportunity to change the width calculation mode for the currently 

selected ceiling panel row.  

    自动 The width of the currently selected ceiling panel row gets calculated automatically.  

    手动 The width of the currently selected ceiling panel row gets defined manually.  

DX Specifies the width of the current ceiling panel row. This option is only available if 

the "DX calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

X0 Specifies the x-position of the currently selected ceiling panel row. This option is 

only available if the "DX calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

计算DY Provides the opportunity to change the length calculation mode for the currently 

selected ceiling panel row.  

    自动 The length of the currently selected ceiling panel row gets calculated automatically.  

    手动 The length of the currently selected ceiling panel row gets defined manually.  

DY Specifies the depth of the current ceiling panel row. This option is only available if 

the "DY calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

Y0 Specifies the y-position of the currently selected ceiling panel row. This option is 

only available if the "DY calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

计算DZ Provides the opportunity to change the height calculation mode for the currently 

selected ceiling panel row.  

    自动 The height of the currently selected ceiling panel row gets calculated automatically.  
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    手动 The height of the currently selected ceiling panel row gets defined manually.  

DZ Specifies the height of the current ceiling panel row. This option is only available if 

the "DZ calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

ZD Specifies the z-position of the currently selected ceiling panel row. This option is 

only available if the "DZ calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

 

PRP65200189LCID2052__x__LDXCarCeilingPanels 

[LDXCarCeilingPanels] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

顶板列  

面板布置 Provides the opportunity to either align the ceiling panels manually or 

automatically.  

    自动 The ceiling panels get aligned automatically.  

    手动 The ceiling panels get aligned manually.  

 Specifies the number of ceiling panel columns. This option is only available if 

the "Panel arrangement" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

宽度计算值 Provides the opportunity to specify the mode of calculation for the ceiling 

width.  

    
通过宽度计算数量 

The number of ceiling panels gets defined by the width of the single ceiling 

panels.  

    
通过数量计算宽度 

The ceiling width gets defined by the number of ceiling panels.  

默认宽度 Specifies the default width of the car ceiling panels. This option is only 

available if the "Panel arrangement" property gets set to "Automatically" and 

the "Mode of Width Calculation" property gets set to "Calculate count by 

width" previously.  

列数 Specifies the number of car ceiling panel columns. This option is only available 

if the "Panel arrangement" property gets set to "Automatically" and the "Mode 

of Width Calculation" property gets set to "Calculate width by count" 

previously.  

顶板行  

计算深度 Provides the opportunity to specify the mode of calculation for the ceiling 

depth.  

    
通过深度计算数量 

The number of ceiling panels gets defined by the depth of the single ceiling 

panels.  

    The ceiling depth gets defined by the number of ceiling panels.  
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通过数量计算深度 

默认深度 Specifies the default depth of the car ceiling panels. This option is only 

available if the "Mode of Depth Calculation" property gets set to "Calculate 

count by depth" previously.  

行数 Specifies the number of ceiling panel rows. This option is only available if the 

"Mode of Depth Calculation" property gets set to "Calculate depth by count" 

previously.  

布置范围的尺寸  

DX区域 Displays the overall width of the car ceiling.  

DY区域 Displays the overall depth of the car ceiling.  

DZ Specifies the default height of the car ceiling.  

 

PRP65200171LCID2052__x__LDXCarDesign 

[LDXCarDesign] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200017LCID2052__x__LDXCarDoor 

[LDXCarDoor] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXDoor)   

门尺寸   

高度  Specifies the car door height.  

宽度  Specifies the car door width.  

扩展门尺寸  Provides the opportunity to change the predefined car door dimensions 

individually.  

位置   

参考点  Specifies the location of the car door reference point.  

    左 

 

Aligns the car door relatively to the left car wall.  
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    中 

 

Aligns the car door relatively to the car center.  

    右 

 

Aligns the car door relatively to the right car wall.  

到参考点距离  Specifies the distance between the car door reference point and the car 

center / the corresponding car door entrance side.  

重量   

门重量  Specifies the car door weight.  

   

(CarDoorCollection)   

 

PRP65200188LCID2052__x__LDXCarEmergencyDoor 

[LDXCarEmergencyDoor] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

轿箱操纵盘  

门中断缓冲线 Specifies if the car emergency door breaks the bumper rails.  

    不 The emergency door doesn't break the bumper rails.  

    是 The emergency door breaks the bumper rails.  

门中断踢脚线 Specifies if the car emergency door breaks the kick plates.  

    不 The emergency door doesn't break the kick plates.  

    是 The emergency door breaks the kick plates.  

门中断镜子 Specifies if the car emergency door breaks the mirrors.  

    不 The emergency door doesn't break the mirrors.  

    是 The emergency door breaks the mirrors.  

门中断扶手 Specifies if the car emergency door breaks the handrails.  

    不 The emergency door doesn't break the handrails.  

    是 The emergency door breaks the handrails.  

镶入轿壁 Specifies if the emergency door is integrated into the car wall.  
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    不 The emergency door isn't integrated into the car wall 

    是 The emergency door is integrated into the car wall.  

  

ZD  

DZ  

 

PRP65200175LCID2052__x__LDXCarFloor 

[LDXCarFloor] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

地板框架  

间距设置 Provides the opportunity to either specify the distance between the car floor and 

the car walls globally, or separately for each car wall.  

    一致的间距 The clearance between the floor and the walls is equal for all car walls.  

    不同的间距 The clearance between the floor and the walls is different for all car walls.  

轿架间距 Specifies the global clearance between the floor and the car walls.  

轿架前面间距 Specifies the distance between the front car wall and the front floor frame profile. 

This option is only available if the "Clearance settings" property gets set to 

"Different clearances" previously.  

轿架后面间距 Specifies the distance between the rear car wall and the rear floor frame profile. 

This option is only available if the "Clearance settings" property gets set to 

"Different clearances" previously.  

轿架左面间距 Specifies the distance between the left car wall and the left floor frame profile. 

This option is only available if the "Clearance settings" property gets set to 

"Different clearances" previously.  

轿架右面间距 Specifies the distance between the right car wall and the right floor frame profile. 

This option is only available if the "Clearance settings" property gets set to 

"Different clearances" previously.  

轿架宽度设置 Provides the opportunity to either specify the width of the circulating floor frame 

profiles globally or separately for each car wall.  

    
一致的轿架宽度 

The width of the floor frame profiles is equal at all car walls.  

    
不同的轿架宽度 

The width of the floor frame profiles is different at all car walls.  

轿架宽度 Specifies the global width of the circulating floor frame profiles.  
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轿架前面宽度 Specifies the width of the front floor frame profile. This option is only available 

if the "Frame width settings" property gets set to "different frame widths" 

previously.  

轿架后面宽度 Specifies the width of the rear floor frame profile. This option is only available if 

the "Frame width settings" property gets set to "different frame widths" 

previously.  

轿架左面宽度 Specifies the width of the left floor frame profile. This option is only available if 

the "Frame width settings" property gets set to "different frame widths" 

previously.  

轿架右面宽度 Specifies the width of the right floor frame profile. This option is only available 

if the "Frame width settings" property gets set to "different frame widths" 

previously.  

 

PRP65200200LCID2052__x__LDXCarFloorPanel 

[LDXCarFloorPanel] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

轿箱顶板单元尺寸  

计算DX Provides the opportunity to change the width calculation settings for the 

selected floor panel item.  

    自动 The width of the selected floor panel item gets defined automatically.  

    手动 The width of the selected floor panel item gets defined manually.  

DX Specifies the width of the selected floor panel. This option is only available if 

the "DX calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

X0 Specifies the x-position of the selected floor panel. This option is only 

available if the "DX calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

计算DY Provides the opportunity to change the length calculation settings for the 

selected floor panel item.  

    自动 The length of the selected floor panel item gets defined automatically.  

    手动 The length of the selected floor panel item gets defined manually.  

DY Specifies the length of the selected floor panel. This option is only available if 

the "DY calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

Y0 Specifies the y-position of the selected floor panel. This option is only 

available if the "DY calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

计算DZ Provides the opportunity to change the height calculation settings for the 

selected floor panel item.  

    自动 The height of the selected floor panel item gets defined automatically.  

    手动 The height of the selected floor panel item gets defined manually.  

DZ Specifies the height of the selected floor panel. This option is only available if 

the "DZ calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  
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ZD Specifies the z-position of the selected floor panel. This option is only 

available if the "DZ calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

组合  

组合 Determines whether to apply the floor panel settings to all or just to the 

selected panel.  

    组处理 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all floor panels.  

    
该地板单元不同。 

Specifies to apply the user defined settings to the selected floor panel only.  

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200201LCID2052__x__LDXCarFloorPanelRow 

[LDXCarFloorPanelRow] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

行单元  

行单元布置 Provides the opportunity to specify the panel number and length for the current 

floor panel row manually or automatically.  

    自动 The panel number and length of the current floor panel row gets calculated 

automatically.  

    手动 The panel number and length of the current floor panel row gets defined manually.  

行单元数量 Provides the opportunity to specify the number of floor panels for the current 

ceiling panel row. This option is only available if the "Row Items Arrangement" 

property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

行单元的默认宽 Provides the opportunity to change the length of the panels for the current ceiling 

panel row. This option is only available if the "Row Items arrangement" property 

gets set to "Manually" previously.  

行格式  

计算DX Provides the opportunity to change the the width calculation mode for the currently 

selected floor panel row.  

    自动 The width of the currently selected floor panel row gets calculated automatically.  

    手动 The width of the currently selected floor panel row gets defined manually.  

DX Specifies the width of the current floor panel row. This option is only available if 

the "DX calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

X0 Specifies the x-position of the currently selected floor panel row. This option is 

only available if the "DX calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  
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计算DY Provides the opportunity to change the length calculation mode for the currently 

selected floor panel row.  

    自动 The length of the currently selected floor panel row gets calculated automatically.  

    手动 The length of the currently selected floor panel row gets defined manually.  

DY Specifies the depth of the current floor panel row. This option is only available if 

the "DY calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

Y0 Specifies the y-position of the currently selected floor panel row. This option is 

only available if the "DY calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

计算DZ Provides the opportunity to change the height calculation mode for the currently 

selected floor panel row.  

    自动 The height of the currently selected floor panel row gets calculated automatically.  

    手动 The height of the currently selected floor panel row gets defined manually.  

DZ Specifies the height of the current floor panel row. This option is only available if 

the "DZ calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

ZD Specifies the z-position of the currently selected floor panel row. This option is 

only available if the "DZ calculation" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

 

PRP65200199LCID2052__x__LDXCarFloorPanels 

[LDXCarFloorPanels] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

地板单元列数  

面板布置 Provides the opportunity to either align the floor panel items manually or 

automatically.  

    自动 The floor panels get aligned automatically.  

    手动 The floor panels get aligned manually.  

地板列数 Specifies the number of floor panel columns. This option is only available if the 

"Panel arrangement" property gets set to "Manually" previously.  

宽度计算值 Provides the opportunity to specify the mode of calculation for the floor width.  

    
通过宽度计算数量 

The number of floor panels gets defined by the width of the single floor panels.  

    
通过数量计算宽度 

The floor width gets defined by the number of floor panels.  

默认宽度 Specifies the default width of the car floor panels. This option is only available 

if the "Panel arrangement" property gets set to "Automatically" and the "Mode 

of Width Calculation" property gets set to "Calculate count by width" 
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previously.  

列数 Specifies the number of car floor panel columns. This option is only available if 

the "Panel arrangement" property gets set to "Automatically" and the "Mode of 

Width Calculation" property gets set to "Calculate width by count" previously.  

地板单元行数  

计算深度 Provides the opportunity to specify the mode of calculation for the floor depth.  

    
通过深度计算数量 

The number of floor panels gets defined by the depth of the single floor panels.  

    
通过数量计算深度 

The floor depth gets defined by the number of floor panels.  

默认深度 Specifies the default depth of the car floor panels. This option is only available 

if the "Mode of Depth Calculation" property gets set to "Calculate count by 

depth" previously.  

行数 Specifies the number of floor panel rows. This option is only available if the 

"Mode of Depth Calculation" property gets set to "Calculate depth by count" 

previously.  

布置范围的尺寸  

DX区域 Displays the overall width of the car floor.  

DY区域 Displays the overall depth of the car floor.  

DZ Specifies the default height of the car floor.  

 

PRP65200011LCID2052__x__LDXCarFrame 

[LDXCarFrame] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXMoveFrame)   

(DBGCollection)   

重量   

轿架重量  Specifies the car frame weight.  

DBG   

轿架位置  Specifies the alignment of the car frame. Only available for L-type 

car frames.  

    前 

 

Positions the car fame guidance on the front shaft wall.  
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    后 

 

Positions the car fame guidance on the rear shaft wall.  

    左 

 

Positions the car fame guidance on the left shaft wall.  

    右 

 

Positions the car fame guidance on the right shaft wall.  

滑轮轴1位置   

悬吊  Specifies the type of car frame suspension.  

    一个上部致偏轮 

 

Specifies a 2:1 car frame suspension with 1 deflection sheave, 

pulley beam above the car frame.  

    两个上部致偏轮 

 

Specifies a 2:1 car frame suspension, with 2 deflection sheaves, 

pulley beam above the car frame.  

    两个下部致偏轮 

 

Specifies a 2:1 car frame suspension with 2 deflection sheaves, 

pulley beam below the car frame.  

    两个上部致偏轮 
(4:1) 

 

Specifies a 4:1 car frame suspension with 2 deflection sheaves, 

pulley beam above the car frame.  

    四个上部致偏轮 
(4:1) 

 

Specifies a 4:1 car frame suspension with 4 deflection sheaves, 

pulley beam above the car frame.  

    四个上部致偏轮 
(4:1) 

 

Specifies a 4:1 car frame suspension with 4 deflection sheaves, 

pulley beam below the car frame.  

轿架高度   

H1 
 

Specifies the distance between the car frame EP and the top edge of 

the car frame. This value must be supported by the selected car 

frame.  

H2 
 

Specifies the distance between the car frame EP and the bottom 

edge of the car frame. This value must be supported by the selected 

car frame.  

较架毛高度  Displays the resulting, raw car frame height (sum H1 + H2).  

 

PRP65200184LCID2052__x__LDXCarHandRail 

[LDXCarHandRail] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 
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(LDXComp)  

扶手长度  

宽度尺寸 Displays the width configuration setting for the selected handrail. This option gets 

set automatically by the "Hand Rail arrangement" property of the parent 

"Handrails" object.  

    
由扶手数量确定 

The handrail width gets set by the number of handrails.  

    
每个扶手单一 

The handrail widths get set separately.  

左列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the left side of the selected 

handrail and the adjanced handrail. This option is only available if the "Hand Rail 

arrangement" property of the parent "Handrails" object gets set to "Manually" 

previously.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the selected handrail. This option is only available if the 

"Hand Rail arrangement" property of the parent "Handrails" object gets set to 

"Manually" previously.  

右列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the right side of the selected 

handrail and the adjanced handrail. This option is only available if the "Hand Rail 

arrangement" property of the parent "Handrails" object gets set to "Manually" 

previously.  

扶手高度  

Z-尺寸 Provides the opportunity to change the height configuration settings for the 

selected handrail.  

    组处理 All handrails have the same clearance to the car floor 

    该扶手不同 The clearance to the car floor can be set manually for this handrail.  

ZD Provides the opportunity to specify an additional movement for the selected 

handrail in z-direction. This option is only available if the "Z-Dimensions" 

property gets set to "This handrail is different" previously.  

 

PRP65200183LCID2052__x__LDXCarHandRails 

[LDXCarHandRails] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

扶手布置  

扶手布置 Provides the opportunity to either align the handrails manually or automatically.  
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    自动 The handrails get aligned automatically.  

    手动 The handrails get aligned manually.  

扶手数量 Displays the number of car handrails at the current car wall. This value can only 

being changed by switching the "Hand Rails arrangement" property to 

"Manually" previously.  

开始分配 Provides the opportunity to select a different, predefined distribution start point 

for the handrails.  

    其它 The distribution of the handrails starts at another position.  

    在左角 The distribution of the handrails starts in the left wall edge.  

    
在轿箱控制板旁 

The distribution of the handrails starts at the car operating panel.  

    在右角 The distribution of the handrails starts in the right wall edge.  

    在轿架旁 The distribution of the handrails starts at the car frame.  

    在轿箱中间 The distribution of the handrails starts in the car center.  

从第一个扶手开始 Provides the opportunity to align the first handrail either centered or lateral at 

the distribution start point .  

    在旁边 The first handrail gets aligned lateral at the distribution start point.  

    居中的 The first handrail gets aligned centered at the distribution start point.  

开始分配 Specifies the distance between the distribution start point for the handrails and 

the left / right wall edge.  

扶手尺寸  

默认扶手长度 Specifies the default handrail length.  

最大扶手延长 Specifies the maximum handrail length extension (for one handrail).  

扶手范围  

长度计算 Provides the opportunity to either calculate the overall length of the handrails, 

or to calculate the clearance between the handrails and the left / right car wall 

automatically.  

    计算DX The length of the handrails gets calculated.  

    计算X1 The clearance between the handrails and the left / right car wall gets calculated.  

X0 Specifies the distance between the handrails and the left, right, front or rear car 

wall (depends on the current car wall). This option is only available if the 

"Length calculation" property gets set to "Calculate DX" previously.  

DX Specifies the overall width of the handrails at the current car wall. This option is 

only available if the "Length calculation" property gets set to "Calculate X1" 

previously.  

X1 Specifies the distance between the handrails and the left, right, front or rear car 

wall (depends on the current car wall). This option is only available if the 
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"Length calculation" property gets set to "Calculate DX" previously.  

ZD Specifies the clearance between the handrails at the current car wall and the car 

floor.  

 

PRP65200195LCID2052__x__LDXCarKickPlate 

[LDXCarKickPlate] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

踢脚线宽度尺寸  

宽度尺寸 Displays the width configuration setting for the selected kick plate. This option 

gets set automatically by the "Kick Plates arrangement" property of the parent 

"Kick Plates" object.  

    
由踢脚线确定 

The kick plate width gets set by the number of bumper rails.  

    
每条踢脚线分开 

The kick plate widths get set separately.  

左列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the left side of the selected 

kick plate and the adjanced kick plate. This option is only available if the "Kick 

Plates arrangement" property of the parent "Kick Plates" object gets set to 

"Manually" previously.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the selected kick plate. This option is only available if the 

"Kick Plates arrangement" property of the parent "Kick Plates" object gets set to 

"Maually" previously.  

右列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the right side of the selected 

kick plate and the adjanced kick plate. This option is only available if the "Kick 

Plates arrangement" property of the parent "Kick Plates" object gets set to 

"Manually" previously.  

踢脚线高度尺寸  

Z-尺寸 Provides the opportunity to change the height configuration settings for the 

selected kick plate.  

    组处理 All kick plates have the same height and clearance to the car floor.  

    
该踢脚线不同。 

The height and the clearance to the car floor can be set manually for this kick 

plate.  

DZ Specifies the height of the selected kick plate. This option is only available if the 

"Z-Dimensions" property gets set to "This kick plate is different" previously.  

ZD Provides the opportunity to specify an add. movement for the selected kick plate 

in z-direction. This option is only available if the "Z-Dimensions" property gets 

set to "This kick plate is different" previously.  
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PRP65200194LCID2052__x__LDXCarKickPlates 

[LDXCarKickPlates] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

踢脚线布置  

踢脚线布置 Provides the opportunity to either align the kick plates manually or 

automatically.  

    自动 The kick plates get aligned automatically.  

    手动 The kick plates get aligned manually.  

踢脚线数量 Displays the number of car kick plates at the current car wall. This value can 

only being changed by switching the "Kick Plates arrangement" property to 

"Manually" previously.  

开始分配 Provides the opportunity to select a different, predefined distribution start 

point for the kick plates.  

    其它 The distribution of the kick plates starts at another position.  

    在左角 The distribution of the kick plates starts in the left wall edge.  

    在轿箱控制板旁 The distribution of the kick plates starts at the car operating panel.  

    在右角 The distribution of the kick plates starts in the right wall edge.  

    在轿架旁 The distribution of the kick plates starts at the car frame.  

    在轿箱中间 The distribution of the kick plates starts in the car center.  

从第一根踢脚线开始 Provides the opportunity to align the first kick plate either centered or lateral at 

the distribution start point.  

    在旁边 The first kick plate gets aligned lateral at the distribution start point.  

    居中的 The first kick plate gets aligned centered at the distribution start point.  

开始分配 Specifies the distance between the distribution start point for the kick plate and 

the left / right wall edge.  

踢脚线范围  

默认踢脚线宽度 Specifies the default kick plate width.  

最大踢脚线延宽 Specifies the maximum kick plate width extension (for one kick plate).  

Z1 Provides the opportunity to either calculate the width of the kick plates, or to 

calculate the clearance between the kick plates and the left / right car wall 

automatically.  
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    计算DX The overall width of the kick plates gets calculated.  

    计算X1 The clearance between the kick plates and the left / right car wall gets 

calculated.  

X0 Specifies the distance between the kick plates and the left, right, front or rear 

car wall (depends on the current car wall). This option is only available if the 

"Width calculation" property gets set to "Calculate DX" previously.  

DX Specifies the overall width of the kick plates at the current car wall. This 

option is only available if the "Width calculation" property gets set to 

"Calculate X1" previously.  

X1 Specifies the distance between the kick plates and the left, right, front or rear 

car wall (depends on the current car wall). This option is only available if the 

"Width calculation" property gets set to "Calculate DX" previously.  

踢脚线尺寸  

DZ Specifies the height of the kick plates at the current car wall. This option is 

only available if the "Height calculation" property gets set to "Calculate Z1" 

previously.  

ZD Specifies the clearance between the kick plates at the current car wall and the 

car floor. This option is only available if the "Height calculation" property gets 

set to "Calculate DZ" previously.  

 

PRP65200192LCID2052__x__LDXCarLight 

[LDXCarLight] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

常规  

组合 Determines whether to apply the car light settings to all or just to the selected car 

light.  

    组处理 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all car lights.  

    
该照明不同。 

Specifies to apply the user defined settings to the selected car light only.  

位置  

X0 Specifies the x-position for the selected car light. This option is only available if the 

"Lights arrangement" property of the parent "Lights" object gets set to "Manually" 

previously.  

Y0 Specifies the y-position for the selected car light. This option is only available if the 

"Lights arrangement" property of the parent "Lights" object gets set to "Manually" 

previously.  

ZD Specifies the z-position for the selected car light. This option is only available if the 
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"Lights arrangement" property of the parent "Lights" object gets set to "Manually" 

previously.  

 

PRP65200191LCID2052__x__LDXCarLights 

[LDXCarLights] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

照明布置  

照明布置 Provides the opportunity to either align the car lights manually or automatically.  

    自动 The car lights get aligned automatically.  

    手动 The car lights get aligned manually.  

行数 Specifies the number of car light rows. This option is only available if the "Lights 

arrangement" property gets set to "Automatically" previously.  

列数 Specifies the number of car light columns. This option is only available if the "Lights 

arrangement" property gets set to "Automatically" previously.  

照明数量 Displays the number of car lights. This value can only being changed by switching the 

"Lights arrangement" property to "Manually" previously.  

角（总括的） Specifies the car lights angle. This option is only available if the "Lights arrangement" 

property gets set to "Automatically" previously.  

 

PRP65200182LCID2052__x__LDXCarMirror 

[LDXCarMirror] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

镜子宽度  

宽度尺寸 Displays the width configuration setting for the selected car mirror. This option 

gets set automatically by the "Mirror arrangement" property of the parent 

"Mirrors" object.  

    
由镜子数量确定 

The mirror width gets set by the number of mirrors.  

    
每面镜子单一 

The mirror widths get set separately.  
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左列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the left side of the selected 

mirror and the adjanced mirror. This option is only available if the "Mirror 

arrangement" property of the parent "Mirrors" object gets set to "Manually" 

previously.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the selected car mirror. This option is only available if the 

"Mirror arrangement" property of the parent "Mirrors" object gets set to 

"Manually" previously.  

右列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the right side of the selected 

mirror and the adjanced mirror. This option is only available if the "Mirror 

arrangement" property of the parent "Mirrors" object gets set to "Manually" 

previously.  

镜子宽度  

Z-尺寸 Provides the opportunity to change the height configuration settings for the 

selected car mirror.  

    组处理 All mirrors have the same height and clearance to the car floor 

    该镜像不同 The height and the clearance to the car floor can be set manually for this mirror.  

DZ Specifies the height of the selected car mirror. This option is only available if the 

"Z-Dimensions" property gets set to "This mirror is different" previously.  

ZD Provides the opportunity to specify an additional movement for the selected 

mirror in z-direction. This option is only available if the "Z-Dimensions" property 

gets set to "This mirror is different" previously.  

 

PRP65200181LCID2052__x__LDXCarMirrors 

[LDXCarMirrors] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

镜子布置  

镜子布置 Provides the opportunity to either align the mirrors manually or automatically.  

    自动 The mirrors get aligned automatically.  

    手动 The mirrors get aligned manually.  

镜子数量 Displays the number of car mirrors at the current car wall. This value can only 

being changed by switching the "Mirror arrangement" property to "Manually" 

previously.  

开始分配 Provides the opportunity to select a different, predefined distribution start point 

for the car mirrors.  

    其它 The distribution of the mirrors starts at another position.  

    在左角 The distribution of the mirrors starts in the left wall edge.  
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在轿箱控制板旁 

The distribution of the mirrors starts at the car operating panel.  

    在右角 The distribution of the mirrors starts in the right wall edge.  

    在轿架旁 The distribution of the mirrors starts at the car frame.  

    在轿箱中间 The distribution of the mirrors starts in the car center.  

从第一块镜子开始 Provides the opportunity to align the first mirror either centered or lateral at the 

distribution start point.  

    居中的 The first wall mirror gets aligned centered at the distribution start point.  

    在旁边 The first wall mirror gets aligned lateral at the distribution start point.  

开始分配 Specifies the distance between the distribution start point for the mirrors and the 

left / right wall edge.  

镜子尺寸  

默认镜子宽度 Specifies the standard mirror width.  

最大镜子延宽 Specifies the maximum mirror width extension (for one mirror).  

镜子高度  

宽度计算 Provides the opportunity to either calculate the width of the mirror surface, or to 

calculate the clearance between the mirror surface and the left / right car wall 

automatically.  

    计算DX The width of the mirror surface gets calculated.  

    计算X1 The clearance between the mirror surface and the left / right car wall gets 

calculated.  

X0 Specifies the distance between the mirror surface and the left, right, front or rear 

car wall (depends on the current car wall). This option is only available if the 

"Width calculation" property gets set to "Calculate DX" previously.  

DX Specifies the overall width of the mirror surface at the current car wall. This 

option is only available if the "Width calculation" property gets set to "Calculate 

X1" previously.  

X1 Specifies the distance between the mirror surface and the left, right, front or rear 

car wall (depends on the current car wall). This option is only available if the 

"Width calculation" property gets set to "Calculate DX" previously.  

高度计算 Provides the opportunity to either calculate the height of the mirror surface, or 

to calculate the clearance between the mirror surface and the car ceiling 

automatically.  

    计算DZ The height of the mirror surface gets calculated.  

    计算Z1 The clearance between the mirror surface and the car ceiling gets calculated.  

Z1 Specifies the clearance between the mirror surface at the current car wall and the 

car ceiling. This option is only available if the "Height calculation" property 

gets set to "Calculate DZ" previously.  
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DZ Specifies the height of the mirror surface at the current car wall. This option is 

only available if the "Height calculation" property gets set to "Calculate Z1" 

previously.  

ZD Specifies the clearance between the mirror surface at the current car wall and the 

car floor. This option is only available if the "Height calculation" property gets 

set to "Calculate DZ" previously.  

 

PRP65200021LCID2052__x__LDXCarPlatform 

[LDXCarPlatform] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

高度  

用户定义平台 Determines whether to use a standard or a user defined car platform.  

    是 Specifies to use a user defined car platform.  

    不 Specifies to use a standard car platform.  

地板 Specifies the flooring height of the car platform (to be able to edit this value, the 

option User defined platform must be set to Yes).  

平台高度 Specifies the car platform height (to be able to edit this value, the option User 
defined platform must be set to Yes).  

绝缘 Specifies the car platform insulation height (to be able to edit this value, the option 

User defined platform must be set to Yes).  

 

PRP65200193LCID2052__x__LDXCarSeat 

[LDXCarSeat] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

座位选项  

座位中断缓冲线 Specifies if the car seat breaks the bumper rails.  

    不 The car seat doesn't break the bumper rails.  

    是 The car seat breaks the bumper rails.  

座位中断踢脚线 Specifies if the car seat breaks the kick plates.  
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    不 The car seat doesn't break the kick plates.  

    是 The car seat breaks the kick plates.  

座位中断镜子 Specifies if the car seat breaks the mirrors.  

    不 The car seat doesn't break the mirrors.  

    是 The car seat breaks the mirrors.  

座位中断扶手 Specifies if the car seat breaks the handrails.  

    不 The car seat doesn't break the handrails.  

    是 The car seat breaks the handrails.  

镶入轿壁 Specifies if the car seat is integrated into the car wall.  

    不 The car seat isn't integrated into the car wall 

    是 The car seat is integrated into the car wall 

座位的位置和宽度  

位置确定通过 Specifies how to position the car seat in x-direction.  

    X0 The position of the car seat in x-direction gets specified by the value "X0". 

    X1 The position of the car seat in x-direction gets specified by the value "X1". 

X0 Specifies the clearance between the car seat and the left / right car wall. This 

option is only available if the "Determine position by" property gets set to "X0" 

previously.  

左列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the left side of the car seat 

and the adjanced wall panel. This option is only available if the "Integrated into 

car wall" property gets set to "Yes" previously.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the car seat.  

右列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the right side of the car seat 

and the adjanced wall panel. This option is only available if the "Integrated into 

car wall" property gets set to "Yes" previously.  

X1 Specifies the clearance between the car seat and the left / right car wall. This 

option is only available if the "Determine position by" property gets set to "X1" 

previously.  

 

PRP65200187LCID2052__x__LDXCarTrapDoor 

[LDXCarTrapDoor] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 
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(LDXComp)  

位置  

相对于X0 Provides the opportunity to specify the position of the trap door basis point in x-

direction.  

    
到左面墙 

The x-position of the trap door basis point is at the right car wall.  

    
到中心线 

The x-position of the trap door basis point is in the car center.  

    
到右面墙 

The x-position of the trap door basis point is at the left car wall.  

X0 Specifies the position of the trap door in x-direction, relatively to the basis point 

defined by the "X0 relative" property.  

相对于Y0 Provides the opportunity to specify the position of the trap door basis point in y-

direction.  

    
到前面墙 

The y-position of the trap door basis point is at the front car wall.  

    
到中心线 

The y-position of the trap door basis point is at the car center line.  

    
到后面墙 

The y-position of the trap door basis point is at the rear car wall.  

Y0 Specifies the position of the trap door in y-direction, relatively to the basis point 

defined by the "Y0 relative" property.  

ZD Specifies the trap door position in z-direction.  

大小  

DX Specifies the width of the trap door.  

DY Specifies the depth of the trap door.  

 

PRP65200172LCID2052__x__LDXCarWall 

[LDXCarWall] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

面板布置  

面板布置 Provides the opportunity to either align the wall panel manually or 

automatically.  
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    自动 The wall panels get aligned automatically.  

    手动 The wall panels get aligned manually.  

面板数量 Displays the number of wall panels at the current car wall. This value can only 

being changed by switching the "Panel arrangement" property to "Manually" 

previously.  

开始分配 Provides the opportunity to select a different, predefined distribution start point 

for the wall panels.  

    在左角 The distribution of the wall panels starts in the left wall edge.  

    
在轿箱控制板旁 

The distribution of the wall panels starts at the car operating panel.  

    在右角 The distribution of the wall panels starts in the right wall edge.  

    在轿架旁 The distribution of the wall panels starts at the car frame.  

    在轿箱中间 The distribution of the wall panels starts in the car center.  

    其它 The distribution of the wall panels starts at another position.  

从第一块面板开始 Provides the opportunity to align the first wall panel either centered or lateral at 

the distribution start point.  

    居中的 The first wall panel gets aligned centered at the distribution start point.  

    在旁边 The first wall panel gets aligned lateral at the distribution start point.  

开始分配 Specifies the distance between the distribution start point for the wall panels 

and the left / right wall edge.  

面板尺寸  

默认面板宽度 Specifies the standard width of the wall panels.  

最大面板延宽 Specifies the maximum wall panel extension (for one wall panel).  

 

PRP65200173LCID2052__x__LDXCarWallPanel 

[LDXCarWallPanel] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

面板尺寸  

左列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the left side of the selected wall 

panel and the adjanced wall panel. This option is only available if the "Panel 

arrangement" property of the parent "Wall" object gets set to "Manually" previously.  

宽度 Provides the opportunity to specify the width of the selected wall panel. This option is 
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only available if the "Panel arrangement" property of the parent "Wall" object gets set to 

"Manually" previously.  

右列 Provides the opportunity to specify the gap between the right side of the selected wall 

panel and the adjanced wall panel. This option is only available if the "Panel 

arrangement" property of the parent "Wall" object gets set to "Manually" previously.  

 

PRP65200103LCID2052__x__LDXCeiling 

[LDXCeiling] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

通常的  

顶板高度 Spercifies the distance between the upper edge of the finished floor and the floor 

ceiling.  
 

PRP65200003LCID2052__x__LDXComp 

[LDXComp] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

工具  

组件状态 Specifies the component visibility.  

    未激活的 Deactivates the selected component.  

    激活的 Activates the selected component. To display the properties of an 

inactive component, it must be selected via the Quick Component 

Link Box or in the LIFTdesigner Data Tree docking window.  

常规  

制造厂商 Displays the manufacturer designation of the selected component and 

provides the opportunity to exchange the component by the  button.  

描述 Displays the designation of the selected component and provides the 

opportunity to exchange the component by the  button.  

型式 Displays the type designation of the selected component and provides 

the opportunity to exchange the component by the  button.  

数据树  

Additional Child Provides the opportunity to add an additional, user defined child object 
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Objects to the selected component.  

产品管理  

RID Displays the manufacturer specific database record id number of the 

selected component.  

  

(LDXSheetFrameOverwrite)  

常规  

零部件 Provides the opportunity to switch on / off component specific profiles 

(if available).  

产品管理  

点描述 Displays the point list of the currently selected component, if available. 

Some components include user defined profiles, whose outline is 

defined by a point list. Additionally the list displays the insertion points 

for sub components attached to the selected component (e.g. the guide 

shoe insertion point at the car frame). Component developer 

information.  

提出报告  

所有现有的表面 Specifies the color/texture of the selected component.  

图案纹理角 Provides the opportunity to specify the angle for the selected texture.  

图案纹理比例 Provides the opportunity to specify the scale factor for the selected 

texture.  

图案纹理排布 Provides the opportunity to decide whether the distribution of the 

textures starts in the center or at the lower left corner of the texture.  

    整体 The distribution of the textures starts at the lower left corner of the 

texture.  

    局部 The distribution of the textures starts in the texture center.  

图案纹理选项 Provides the opportunity to repeat the selected texture area wide or to 

apply it as a single texture.  

    图案纹理重复覆盖 The selected texture gets repeated are wide for the current component.  

    单一图案纹理 The selected texture gets applied as a single texture to each plain of the 

current component (each in the plain center).  

常规  

角度 Displays the component angle, if available.  

设置表面 Provides the opportunity to select a different surface (color / texture) 

from a list of surfaces configured for the current component.  

 

PRP65200004LCID2052__x__LDXComponents 

[LDXComponents] 
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Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

列表  

数量 Displays the number of items with regards to the selected list object (e.g. the number of 

guide rail items stored under the parent guide list object).  

 

PRP65200133LCID2052__x__LDXConnectionPoint 

[LDXConnectionPoint] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

位置  

XX Specifies the x-distance between the currently selected connection point and the 

previous connection point.  

YY Specifies the y-distance between the currently selected connection point and the 

previous connection point.  

ZZ Specifies the z-distance between the currently selected connection point and the 

previous connection point.  

 

PRP65200134LCID2052__x__LDXConnectionPoints 

[LDXConnectionPoints] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

常规  

最小半径 Specifies the minimum radius for the hydraulic line.  

最大半径 Specifies the maximum radius for the hydraulic line.  

  

扩展 Provides the opportunity to add, remove or modify the connection points of the 

hydraulic line or the electric wire.  

 

PRP65200006LCID2052__x__LDXConsole 
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[LDXConsole] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

其它  

中心线间距 Displays the distance between the car and the counterweight centerlines (r/o)  

 

PRP65200104LCID2052__x__LDXCOPProtection 

[LDXCOPProtection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

尺寸  

宽度 Specifies the width of the car operating panel protection.  

深度 Specifies the depth of the car operating panel protection.  

Z向  

Z-

位置自动定位 

Determines whether the z-position of the car operating panel shall be set 

automatically or manually.  

    是 Specifies the z-position of the car operating panel to be set automatically.  

    不 Specifies the z-position of the car operating panel to be set manually.  

 

PRP65200007LCID2052__x__LDXCWConsole 

[LDXCWConsole] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXConsole)  

悬吊  

轴基 Specifies the distance between the pulleys of the counterweight pulley beam (2:1 

traction).  

角度 Specifies the counterweight angle.  
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排列布置 Determines whether to align the counterweight automatically or manually.  

    自动 Specifies to align the counterweight automatically.  

    手动 Specifies to align the counterweight manually.  

  

(LDRopeWizard)  

 

PRP65200012LCID2052__x__LDXCWFrame 

[LDXCWFrame] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXMoveFrame)   

尺寸   

厚度  Specifies the CW thickness.  

到墙壁或梁距离  Specifies the clearance between the CW and the wall or the 

separator beam.  

入口   

对重铁充填因数(F)  Specifies the filler factor (default value = 0). The filler factor 

influences the CW frame height.  

框架高度   

对重架高度常数（C）  Specifies the CW frame height constant.  

对重架高度值＝C+F*N*S  Specifies the resulting frame height according to the 

displayed formula.  

总框高度（包括导靴等）  Specifies the total CW frame height, according to the 

displayed formula.  

入口   

叠放的对重铁的数量(N)  Specifies the stacked number of CW fillers.  

一块对重铁的高度（S）  Specifies the height of one CW filler.  

材料  Specifies the CW filler material.  

对重铁材料的重量常数  Specifies the weight constant of the filler material.  

单个对重铁的重量  Specifies the weight of a single CW filler.  

越程   

对重底部越程  Specifies the bottom run by of the CW 
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轿厢顶部越程  Specifies the top run by of the car.  

重量   

含对重铁重量的对重总重量  Specifies the total CW weight, according to the displayed 

formula.  

尺寸   

悬吊  Specifies the type of CW frame suspension.  

    一个上部致偏轮 

 

Specifies a 4:1 CW frame suspension with 1 deflection 

sheave, pulley beam above the CW frame.  

    两个上部致偏轮 

 

Specifies a 2:1 CW frame suspension with 2 deflection 

sheave, pulley beam above the CW frame.  

    两个上部致偏轮 (4:1) 

 

Specifies a 4:1 CW frame suspension with 2 deflection 

sheave, pulley beam above the CW frame.  

重量   

对重架的重量  Specifies the weight of the CW frame.  

 

PRP65200105LCID2052__x__LDXCWGuardScreen 

[LDXCWGuardScreen] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

尺寸  

高度 Specifies the height of the counterweight guard screen.  

厚度 Specifies the thickness of the counterweight guard screen.  

宽度+累加左边数值 Extends the left side of the counterweight guard screen according to the 

specified value.  

宽度+累加右边数值 Extends the right side of the counterweight guard screen according to the 

specified value.  

位置  

Z-位置 Specifies the z-position of the counterweight guard screen.  

 

PRP65200028LCID2052__x__LDXCylBase 

[LDXCylBase] 

Property Items: 
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Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

油缸基座高度   

轿架上的液压缸施力点  Determines whether the cylinder attack point at the car frame shall 

be defined automatically or manually.  

    由轿架而定  Specifies the position of the cylinder attack point at the car frame 

automatically.  

    手动  Specifies the cylinder attack point at the car frame manually 

液压缸相对轿架施力点  Specifies the distance between the car frame EP and the cylinder 

attack point at the car frame.  

高度计算  Determines whether the cylinder base height shall be calculated 

(relatively to the yoke - overhead distance) or it has a fixed height.  

    相对轿顶的距离 

 

Calculates the cylinder base height automatically, in consideration 

of the distance between the yoke guide and the shaft ceiling.  

    固定支座高度 

 

Specifies the assignment of a cylinder base with a fixed height (the 

distance between the shaft ceiling and the yoke guide gets 

ignored).  

到顶部距离  Specifies the distance between yoke and the overhead.  

基座高  Specifies the cylinder base height excl. the pit steel height.  

地坑铁高度  Specifies the pit steel height.  

得到的总机座高度  Displays the resulting total base height (cylinder base height incl. 

pit steel height).  

固定位置   

计算 

 

Determines whether to define the z-position of the cylinder base 

fixing absolute or to calculate the z-position dynamically 

according to the specified height factor and the cylinder base 

height.  

    高度因数 
 

Calculates the z-position according to the specified height factor 

(property Factor) and the cylinder base height (property Base 

height).  

    绝对  Positions the cylinder base fixing at an absolute z-position 

measured from the pit (property Fixing position).  

因数  Specifies the height factor for the cylinder base fixing calculation.  

固定点  Specifies the z-position of the cylinder base fixing (only if the 

position of the cylinder fixing gets defined via a fixed value).  
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PRP65200027LCID2052__x__LDXCylinder 

[LDXCylinder] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

油缸尺寸  

直径 Displays the cylinder diameter 

扩展 Provides the opportunity to modify the predefined cylinder 

settings manually.  

选择油缸 Provides the opportunity to exchange the current cylinder via the 

cylinder selection dialog. In the cylinder selection dialog, all 

available cylinders are getting displayed based on the configured 

elevator parameters (e.g. resulting travel, resulting car weight).  

运行  

轿厢行程 Displays the car travel.  

需要的液压缸行程（包括越程） Displays the resulting cylinder travel incl. top and bottom run by.  

顶部越程  

轿厢顶部越程 Specifies the top car run by.  

附加的液压缸顶部越程 Specifies the additional cylinder top run by.  

实际需要的液压缸顶部越程 Specifies the resulting cylinder top run by (based on the car frame 

suspension).  

底部缓冲行程  

轿厢底部越程 Specifies the bottom car run by.  

追加的液压缸底部越程 Specifies the additional, bottom cylinder run by.  

液压缸实际需要的底部越程 Specifies the resulting bottom cylinder run by regarding the car 

frame suspension).  

在井道中的位置  

XY-位置 Determines whether to define the cylinder xy-position 

automatically or manually.  

    手动 Specifies to define the cylinder xy-position manually.  

    自动 Specifies to define the cylinder xy-position automatically.  

X0 Specifies the cylinder x-position (the property xy-position must 

be set to manually previously).  

Y0 Specifies the cylinder y-position (the property xy-position must 

be set to manually previously).  
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角 Specifies the cylinder rotation angle. This option is intended for 

hydraulic cylinders whose geometry require the opportunity to 

specify an angle (e.g. regarding the hydraulic line connection 

point).  

 

PRP65200108LCID2052__x__LDXDeairing 

[LDXDeairing] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

位置   

墙壁  Provides the opportunity to place the deairing at another shaft wall.  

    左 

 

The shaft deairing gets positioned in the left shaft wall.  

    右 

 

The shaft deairing gets positioned in the right shaft wall.  

    后 

 

The shaft deairing gets positioned in the rear shaft wall.  

    前 

 

The shaft deairing gets positioned in the front shaft wall.  

    顶 

 

The shaft deairing gets positioned in the shaft ceiling.  

 

PRP65200029LCID2052__x__LDXDevConfiguration 

[LDXDevConfiguration] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

开发成果  

制造厂商 Displays the manufacturer name of the currently selected developer component.  

组件名称 Displays the developer component name.  
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显示附加组件 Provides the opportunity to display / hide developer component specific sub-profiles.  

 

PRP65200148LCID2052__x__LDXDocument 

[LDXDocument] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

工程文档  

文件名称 Displays the path to the current LIFTdesigner document file (read only).  

工程单位  

尺寸单位 The LIFTdesigner document unit gets defined via the settings in the prototype dwg 

file. This property provides the opportunity to overwrite the dimension units of the 

current document, independent of the settings in the prototype dwg file.  

    公制 Specifies to switch the dimension unit of the current document to metric.  

    英制 Specifies to switch the dimension unit of the current document to imperial (foot and 

inches).  

    
设置使用范例 

 

单位长度 Provides the opportunity to change the unit display (only available if the Dimension 

unit property is set to Metric).  

.  

    m Displays the dimension units in m format.  

    cm Displays the dimension units in cm format.  

    mm Displays the dimension units in mm format.  

    cm, m Displays the dimension units in cm,m format.  

凑整 Provides the opportunity to select a different rounding factor (only available if the 

Dimension unit property is set to Metric). 

 

.  

    # 0.1 mm Specifies a rounding factor of 0.1 mm  

    # 0.5 mm Specifies a rounding factor of 0.5 mm 

    # 1 mm Specifies a rounding factor of 1 mm 

    # 5 mm Specifies a rounding factor of 5 mm 

    # 10 mm Specifies a rounding factor of 10 mm 
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凑整 Provides the opportunity to select a different rounding factor (only available if the 

Dimension unit property is set to Imperial). 
 

.  

    # 1" Specifies a rounding factor of 1''.  

    # 1/2" Specifies a rounding factor of 1/2''.  

    # 1/4" Specifies a rounding factor of 1/4''.  

    # 1/8" Specifies a rounding factor of 1/8''.  

    # 1/16" Specifies a rounding factor of 1/16''.  

    # 1/32" Specifies a rounding factor of 1/32''.  

    # 1/64" Specifies a rounding factor of 1/64''.  

    # 1/128" Specifies a rounding factor of 1/128''.  

    # 1/256" Specifies a rounding factor of 1/256''.  

下压力0' Provides the opportunity to suppress the display of feet values (only available if the 

Dimension unit property is set to Imperial).  

    是 Specifies not to suppress the display of feet.  

    不 Specifies not to suppress the display of feet.  

下压力0" Provides the opportunity to suppress the display of inches (only available if the 

Dimension unit property is set to Imperial).  

    是 Specifies to suppress the display of inches.  

    不 Specifies not to suppress the display of inches.  

工程单位 Displays the project units used in the current LIFTdesigner document.  

 

PRP65200016LCID2052__x__LDXDoor 

[LDXDoor] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200106LCID2052__x__LDXDoorMachine 

[LDXDoorMachine] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 
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(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200030LCID2052__x__LDXDrawingLanguageLine 

[LDXDrawingLanguageLine] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200031LCID2052__x__LDXDrawingLanguageLines 

[LDXDrawingLanguageLines] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200107LCID2052__x__LDXDuctHole 

[LDXDuctHole] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200032LCID2052__x__LDXEntries 

[LDXEntries] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

(EntranceJTSCollection)  

 

PRP65200033LCID2052__x__LDXEntry 

[LDXEntry] 
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Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

Z-轴   

到上一楼层的距离  Displays the distance between the selected floor and the 

floor above (r/o).  

标高  Displays the environment potential of the selected entry 

(r/o).  

水泥抹面厚度  Specifies the floor thickness of the selected entry.  

混凝土厚度  Specifies the concrete thickness of the selected entry.  

   

(EntranceJTSCollection)   

Entry Settings   

Add. sill option  Provides the opportunity to create a foundation drip lip or a 

foundation pocket at the selected entrance.  

    不 

 

Keeps the original entrance setting.  

    Foundation drip 
lip 

 

Creates a foundation drip lip at the selected entrance.  

    Foundation pocket 

 

Creates a foundation pocket at the selected entrance.  

DY  Specifies the depth of the foundation pocket / drip lip.  

DZ  Specifies the height of the foundation pocket / drip lip.  

 

PRP65200034LCID2052__x__LDXEntryPocket 

[LDXEntryPocket] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  
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弹出菜单  

组合 Determines whether to apply the entry pocket settings to all or just to 

the selected entry.  

    组处理 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all entries.  

    该壁龛单一确定 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to the selected entry only.  

弹出尺寸  

壁龛深度 Specifies the depth of the entry pocket.  

壁龛宽度选择 Determines whether to define the entry pocket with automatically or 

manually.  

    自动(全宽) Specifies the entry pocket width to be set automatically (the entry 

pocket gets set with the full shaft width).  

    手动 Specifies the entry pocket width to be set manually.  

壁龛宽度 Specifies the width of the entry pocket.  

到拐角距离 Specifies the distance between the entry pocket and the left / right 

shaft wall (depends on the selected entry).  

Pocket height above 

calculation 

Provides different entry pocket height above calculation options.  

    Rel. to finished 
floor 

The entry pocket height above gets calculated relatively to the finished 

floor.  

    Rel. to door height The entry pocket height above gets calculated relatively to the landing 

door height.  

DZ Specifies the pocket height above, based on the selected Pocket height 

above calculation option.  

Door height Displays the height of the Landing door at the selected entrance.  

壁龛上方高度 Specifies the z-distance between the landing door EP and the upper 

edge of the entry pocket.  

壁龛下方高度 Specifies the z-distance between the landing door EP and the lower 

edge of the entry pocket.  

得到的壁龛高度 Displays the resulting, overall entry pocket height (pocket height 

above + pocket height below).  

 

PRP65200109LCID2052__x__LDXFan 

[LDXFan] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   
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位置   

位置  Provides the opportunity to change the location of the machine room fan.  

    前 

 

The fan gets positioned in the front machine room wall.  

    后 

 

The fan gets positioned in the rear machine room wall.  

    左 

 

The fan gets positioned in the left machine room wall.  

    右 

 

The fan gets positioned in the right machine room wall.  

 

PRP65200035LCID2052__x__LDXFinish 

[LDXFinish] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

水泥地面  

厚度（地面） Specifies the thickness of the floor finish.  

墙面  

厚度（墙体） Specifies the thickness of the wall finish.  

入口  

左边角 Specifies the wall finish angle on the left side of the landing door wall opening 

右边角 Specifies the wall finish angle on the right side of the landing door wall opening.  

 

PRP65200039LCID2052__x__LDXFloorLevel 

[LDXFloorLevel] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

常规  

修改 Displays the LIFTdesigner Floor Level dialog. Provides the opportunity to 

modify the floor level settings.  
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设计  

楼层描述 Specifies the designation of the selected floor.  

偏差, 

后面楼层描述 

Specifies the deviating designation for the corresponding rear floor.  

Z-轴  

到上一楼层的距离 Specifies the distance between the selected floor and the floor above.  

标高 Specifies the environment potential of the selected entry (r/o).  

顶板高度 Specifies the ceiling height of the selected floor.  

货梯  

楼层高度 Specifies the serving height. Moves the corresponding entry vertically 

according to the entered value (goods elevator option).  

 

PRP65200038LCID2052__x__LDXFloorLevels 

[LDXFloorLevels] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

常规  

修改 Displays the LIFTdesigner Floor Level dialog. Provides the opportunity to modify the floor 

level settings.  
 

PRP65200041LCID2052__x__LDXForce 

[LDXForce] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

标识  

描述 Specifies the description for the selected force.  

简短描述 Specifies the short description for the selected force.  

值  

FX Specifies the force in x-direction.  

FY Specifies the force in y-direction (N/mm²). 

FZ Specifies the force in z-direction (N/mm²) 

位置  
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X向 Displays the x-position of the selected force.  

Y向 Displays the y-position of the selected force.  

Z向 Displays the z-position of the selected force.  

转矩  

MX Specifies the bending moment around the x-axis of the associated shaft component.  

MY Specifies the bending moment around the y-axis of the associated shaft component.  

MZ Specifies the bending moment around the z-axis of the associated shaft component.  

 

PRP65200040LCID2052__x__LDXForces 

[LDXForces] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200042LCID2052__x__LDXGear 

[LDXGear] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

(LDRopeWizard)   

曳引机XY轴   

挂绳走向  Provides the opportunity to change the roping 

course.  

    对重 - 曳引轮 - 轿箱 

 

Specifies the roping course according to the 

following rule: CWT - Traction sheave - Car 

    轿箱 - 曳引轮 - 对重 

 

Specifies the roping course according to the 

following rule: Car - Traction sheave - CWT 

曳引机Z轴   

参考面  Provides the opportunity to specify a different 

reference plane for the gear machine.  

    机房  Positions the gear machine relative to the machine 
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room floor.  

    井顶  Positions the gearing machine relative to the shaft 

overhead.  

    井底  Positions the gear machine relative to the shaft pit.  

    最高入口  Positions the gear machine relative to the top floor 

of the shaft.  

    最高入口 + 墙洞高度  Positions the gear machine relative to the shaft top 

floor + opening height.  

参考面位置  Specifies the additional movement of the gear 

machine in z-direction.  

曳引机基座高度  Displays the height of the selected gear base 

construction (r/o).  

曳引机承载梁和基座间距离  Displays the distance between the selected gear 

base construction and the machine beams (r/o).  

机座高度  Displays the height of the selected gear beams 

机架高度  Displays the height of the selected machine bed 

(r/o).  

曳引机角度   

角度计算  Determines whether the gear machine angle shall 

be calculated automatically or manually.  

    手动  Specifies to set the angle of the gear manually.  

    自动  Specifies to set the angle of the gear automatically.  

角度 
 

Specifies the gear machine angle. This value can 

only be changed if the Angle Calculation 

property gets set to Manually previously.   

曳引机下部   

转向 

 

Determines whether to use a standard gear base 

with two deflection pulleys or to place the traction 

sheave inside the shaft (this option is only 

available if the machine room is located beside the 

shaft).  

    在井道里的摩擦轮 

 

Locates the traction sheave inside the shaft (only 

available if the machine room is located beside the 

shaft). 

 

The following results are possible: 

 

1. The selected gearing machine supports the 

traction sheave inside the shaft option. The wall 

opening size as well as the gearing machine 

position and the adapted gear frame gets set 

automatically 
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2. The selected gearing machine isn't optimized 

for the traction sheave inside the shaft option. In 

this case, the position of the gearing machine, the 

gear frame as well as the wall opening must be 

configured manually by the user, to achieve a 

correct result.  

    使用两个致偏轮 

 

Switches the traction sheave inside the shaft 

arrangement to a standard arrangement (gear 

frame with two deflection pulleys, traction sheave 

inside the machine room).  

墙壁开口 

 

Determines whether to calculate the gear wall 

opening (wall opening between shaft an machine 

room) automatically or manually. Only visible if 

the machine room is located beside the shaft.  

    自动计算  Specifies to calculate the gear wall opening 

automatically.  

    手动计算  Specifies to calculate the gear wall opening 

manually.  

到墙壁的距离 

 

Specifies the distance between the car / 

counterweight pulley beam and the shaft wall (the 

shaft wall, the machine room is located at). This 

option is only available if the machine room is 

located beside the shaft.    

到中心线的距离  Specifies the distance between the centerline of 

the pulley beam and the centerline of the car.  

曳引机上部   

位置 

 

Provides the opportunity to change the alignment 

of the gear machine (this option is only available if 

the machine room is located above the shaft or for 

MRL elevators).  

    向轿箱方向布置 

 

Aligns the gear machine relatively to the car. The 

rope angle on the left and on the right side of the 

traction, traction- deflection sheave, is different.  

    居中 

 

Aligns the gear in the center between car and 

counterweight. The rope angle on the left and on 

the right side of the traction sheave, traction- 

deflection sheave, is equal.  

    向对重方向布置 

 

Aligns the gear machine relatively to the 

counterweight. The angle on the left and on the 

right side of the traction, traction- deflection 

sheave, is different.  

排列距离 

 

Specifies an additional gear machine movement 

along the longitudinal axis of the traction sheave 

(only editable when the Centered option is set 

for the Location property).  

功率数据   
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功率  Provides the opportunity to select a different 

performance dataset for the current gear machine.  

齿轮齿数比  Displays the gear machine ration (r/o).  

转数  Displays the gear machine revolution speed (r/o).  

速度  Displays the gear machine speed (r/o).  

曳引轮直径 

 

Displays the diameter of the traction sheave (r/o). 

Can be changed either by exchanging the traction 

sheave or by selecting a different gear machine 

performance dataset.  

曳引机XY轴   

布置曳引机 
 

Provides the opportunity to change the position of 

the gear machine according to a predefined 

location (MRL property).  

    自动地  Aligns the gear machine automatically.  

    到井基点的相对位置（距离）  Aligns the gear machine relatively to the shaft 

base point.  

    到轿箱轴线的相对位置（距离）  Aligns the gear machine relatively to the car 

centerline axis.  

    Rel. to the CWT Axis  Aligns the gear machine relatively to the 

counterweight centerline axis.  

    
到轿箱左侧轨道的相对位置（距离） 

 
Aligns the gear machine relatively to the EP of the 

left car guide rail.  

    
到轿箱右侧轨道的相对位置（距离） 

 
Aligns the gear machine relatively to the EP of the 

right car guide rail.  

    到左侧导轨的相对位置（距离）  Aligns the gear machine relatively to the EP of the 

left counterweight guide rail.  

    到右侧导轨的相对位置（距离）  Aligns the gear machine relatively to the EP of the 

right counterweight guide rail.  

X－轴 
 

Provides the opportunity to move the gear 

machine according to an additional value in x-

direction (MRL property).  

Y－轴 
 

Provides the opportunity to move the gear 

machine according to an additional value in y-

direction (MRL property).  

曳引机角度   

曳引机开孔布置  Determines whether the x-position of the selected 

view frame is at the shaft origin or not.  

    水平布置  Specifies the x-position of the selected view to be 

set relatively to the shaft origin.  

    向着曳引机布置  Specifies the x-position of the selected view frame 

to be set relatively to the lower left corner of the 
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shaft geometry.  

 

PRP65200110LCID2052__x__LDXGearBaseConstruction 

[LDXGearBaseConstruction] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

水平横梁的尺寸及位置  

横梁1，DY从曳引机的BP Specifies the y-distance between the first horizontal main beam and 

the basis point of the gear.  

横梁2，DY从曳引机的BP Specifies the y-distance between the second horizontal main beam 

and the basis point of the gear.  

高度 Specifies the height of the horizontal main beams.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the horizontal main beams.  

垫板左面 Specifies the overlap on the left side of the horizontal main beam.  

垫板右面 Specifies the overlap on the right side of the horizontal main beam.  

垂直横梁的尺寸及位置  

横梁1，DX相对于曳引机的BP Specifies the x-distance between the first vertical main beam and the 

basis point of the gear.  

横梁2，DX相对于曳引机的BP Specifies the x-distance between the second vertical main beam and 

the basis point of the gear.  

高度 Specifies the height of the vertical main beams.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the vertical main beams.  

垫板前面 Specifies the overlap on the front side of the vertical main beam.  

垫板后面 Specifies the overlap on the rear side of the vertical main beam.  

附加水平横梁的尺寸及位置  

DY相对于井道BP Specifies the y-distance between the additional, horizontal beam and 

the shaft basis point.  

ZD Specifies the z-distance between the additional, horizontal beam and 

the gear basis point.  

高度 Specifies the height of the additional, horizontal beam.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the additional, horizontal beam.  

垫板左面 Specifies the overlap on the left side of the additional, horizontal 

beam.  
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垫板右面 Specifies the overlap on the right side of the additional, horizontal 

beam.  

附加垂直横梁的尺寸及位置  

DX相对于井道BP Specifies the x-distance between the additional, vertical beam and 

the shaft basis point.  

ZD Specifies the z-distance between the additional, vertical beam and 

the gear basis point.  

高度 Specifies the height of the additional, vertical beam.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the additional, vertical beam.  

垫板前面 Specifies the overlap on the front side of the of the additional, 

vertical beam.  

垫板后面 Specifies the overlap on the rear side of the additional, vertical 

beam.  

水平横梁的墙固定  

长度 Specifies the length of the horizontal main beam wall fixings.  

DX相对于曳引机的BP Specifies the x-distance between the horizontal main beam wall 

fixing and the basis point of the gear.  

垂直横梁的墙固定  

长度 Specifies the length of the vertical main beam wall fixings.  

DY相对于曳引机的BP Specifies the y-distance between the vertical main beam wall fixing 

and the basis point of the gear.  

附加水平横梁的墙固定  

长度 Specifies the length of the add. horizontal beam wall fixings 

DX相对于横梁的BP Specifies the x-distance between the additional, horizontal beam 

wall fixing and the basis point of the horizontal beam.  

附加垂直横梁的墙固定  

长度 Specifies the length of the additional, vertical beam wall fixings 

DY相对于横梁的BP Specifies the y-distance between the additional, vertical beam wall 

fixing to the basis point and the vertical beam.  

  

参考面 Provides the opportunity to specify the location of the reference 

plane for the gear base construction.  

    相对于顶层 Specifies the overhead to be set as the reference plane for the gear 

base construction.  

    相对于地坑 Specifies the pit to be set as the reference plane for the gear base 

construction.  

    相对于最上一个入口 Specifies the top floor to be set as the reference plane for the gear 

base construction.  

    Specifies the top floor + the door opening height to be set as the 
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相对于最上一个入口+墙洞 reference plane for the gear base construction.  

到参考面的距离 Provides the opportunity to specify an additional distance between 

the reference plane and the gear base construction.  

 

PRP65200043LCID2052__x__LDXGearFrame 

[LDXGearFrame] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

机架选择  

只从相关选择 Provides the opportunity to select different gear frames from a filtered list, 

which only displays gear frames that are explicitly assigned to the selected 

gear in the LIFTdesigner database.  

从所有选择 Provides the opportunity to select a different gear frame.  

下部的钢丝绳距  

钢丝绳的实际距离 Displays the current rope distance between the car frame and the 

counterweight.  

机架正上方钢丝绳距  

机架的有效使用范围 Displays the valid rope distance range for the selected gear frame.  

钢丝绳距离计算 Determines whether the rope distance above (at the gear frame) shall be 

calculated automatically or manually.  

    自动 Specifies to calculate the rope distance automatically.  

    手动 Specifies to calculate the rope distance manually.  

受限类型 Determines whether to calculate the rope distance above (at the gear frame) 

dynamically or to preset the rope distance with a fixed value (only 

available if the machine room is located above the shaft and a gear frame 

with a deflection sheave is used). This property is only visible, if the RD 
calculation property gets set to Manually previously.  

    
上部绳间距动态设置 

Specifies to calculate the rope distance above dynamically.  

    
固定的上部绳间距初设 

Specifies to preset the rope distance above with a fixed value.  

上、下间差别 Displays the difference between the above rope distance (at the gear frame) 

and the below rope distance (between the car and counterweight frame).  

上方钢丝绳的固定距离 Specifies the fixed rope distance above (at the gear frame). Only available 

if the machine room is located above the shaft and a gear frame with a 

deflection sheave is used. This option is only available if the 
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Constrained Type property gets set to Fixed RD above previously.  

机架固定  

机架 Provides the opportunity to select between different gear frame fixing 

options.  

    直接在机房地面上 Specifies the gear frame to be fixed directly on the machine room floor.  

    
由两根机房横梁支撑 

Specifies the gear frame to be fixed on two machine room beams.  

    
由三根机房横梁支撑 

Specifies the gear frame to be fixed on three machine room beams.  

横梁支撑前端 Specifies the front projection of the machine room beams.  

横梁支撑后端 Specifies the rear projection of the machine room beams.  

 

PRP65200145LCID2052__x__LDXGeometry 

[LDXGeometry] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

箱体几何形状 Provides the opportunity to display / change the values of the view frame geometry 

bounding box.  

箱体尺寸 Provides the opportunity to display / change the values of the view frame dimension 

bounding box.  

箱体注解 Provides the opportunity to display / change the values of the view frame annotation 

bounding box.  

 

PRP65200044LCID2052__x__LDXGovernor 

[LDXGovernor] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

Z向   

限速器位置  Provides the opportunity to change the governor positions.  

    在机房里 

 

Specifies to position of the governor in the machine room.  
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    在坑底 

 

Specifies to position of the governor in the pit.  

    
在井顶以下 

 

Specifies to position of the governor under the shaft ceiling.  

    在顶层 

 

Specifies to position of the governor in the shaft ceiling.  

    下侧 

 

Specifies to position of the governor in a shaft wall pocket.  

DZ  Provides the opportunity to move the governor in z-direction according to 

the specified value.  

XY向   

预置方向  Provides the opportunity to either specify the governor angle individually or 

to set the governor angle to a predefined value.  

    0° 

 

Changes the governor angle to 0°. 

    90° 

 

Changes the governor angle to 90°. 

    180° 

 

Changes the governor angle to 180°. 

    270° 

 

Changes the governor angle to 270°. 

    手动 

 

Provides the opportunity to set the governor angle individually.  

角度  Specifies the governor angle (the Preset directions property must be set 

to Manually previously).  

 

PRP65200045LCID2052__x__LDXGuide 

[LDXGuide] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

导轨  
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导轨索引（从地坑开始） Displays the index of the selected guide rail (from the pit) (r/o).  

导轨长度 Displays the length of the selected guide rail (r/o). The length also gets 

affected by the Typical guide rail length, Pit clearance and Upper 
Clearance properties of the parent Guides component.  

  

(LDXGuides)  

 

PRP65200046LCID2052__x__LDXGuides 

[LDXGuides] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

数量与空间  

安置数量 Provides the opportunity to either define the number of guides 

automatically or manually.  

    自动 Specifies the guide quantity to be set automatically.  

    手动 Specifies the guide quantity to be set manually.  

数量 Specifies the number of guide rails (only editable if the Set up guides 
quantity property gets set to Manually previously).  

最小导轨长度 Specifies the minimum guide rail length.  

井道顶净空距离 Provides the opportunity to select a different base point for the 

specification of the clearance between the upper guide rail end and the 

topmost rail bracket.  

    井顶 The shaft ceiling is the base point for the determination of the upper 

clearance between the top guide rail and the topmost rail bracket.  

    最上面的入口 The top floor is the base point for the determination of the upper clearance 

between the top guide rail and the topmost rail bracket 

    最上面的入口 ＋ 
墙开孔高度 

The top floor + the opening height is the base point for the determination 

of the upper clearance between the upper guide rail end and the topmost 

rail bracket.  

到井顶的距离 Specifies the clearance between the top edge of the guides and the shaft 

ceiling.  

典型导轨长度 Specifies the typical guide rail length.  

地坑净空距离 Specifies the clearance between the lower edge of the guides and the shaft 

pit.  

 

PRP65200022LCID2052__x__LDXGuideShoe 

[LDXGuideShoe] 
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Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200047LCID2052__x__LDXHallButton 

[LDXHallButton] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

类型   

组合  Determines whether to apply the user defined hall button / 

indicator panel settings to all buttons / indicator panels on the 

current shaft wall or to the selected hall button / indicator panel 

only.  

    组处理  Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all hall buttons / 

indicator panels.  

    该开关手动确定  Specifies to apply the user defined setting to the selected hall 

button only.  

设计电缆沟槽  Determines whether to create duct holes for the selected hall 

button / indicator panel or not.  

    不  No duct holes will be created.  

    是  The duct holes get created automatically.  

   

(EntranceJTSCollection)   

位置   

组合（开关位置）  Determines whether to apply the hall button positioning settings to 

all or to the selected hall button only.  

    组处理  Specifies to apply the hall button position settings to all hall 

buttons.  

    该操纵盘单一定位  Specifies to apply the hall button position settings to the selected 

hall button only.  

常规位置  Provides the opportunity to change the default hall button 

location.  

    在左边门支柱 

 

Specifies the hall button to be positioned in the left door jamb 

profile.  
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    在左边墙上 

 

Specifies the hall button to be positioned in the left wall.  

    在左边门 

 

Specifies the hall button to be positioned in the door left.  

    在右边门 

 

Specifies the hall button to be positioned in the door right.  

    在右边墙上 

 

Specifies the hall button to be positioned in the right wall.  

    在右边门支柱 

 

Specifies the hall button to be positioned in the right door jamb 

profile.  

到左相对位置  Specifies the relative position of the hall button in x-direction, 

based on the predefined General Position.  

    到门中间 

 

Specifies to position the hall button relatively to the door center 

line.  

    到门宽 

 

Specifies to position the hall button relatively to the inner edge of 

the left door jamb profile.  

    到门支柱 

 

Specifies to position the hall button relatively to the outer edge of 

the left door jamb profile.  

    到墙洞 

 

Specifies to position the hall button relatively to the left edge of 

the landing door wall opening 

到右相对位置  Specifies the relative position of the hall button in x-direction, 

based on the predefined General Position.  

    到门中间 

 

Specifies to position the hall button relatively to the door center 

line.  

    到门宽 

 

Specifies to position the hall button relatively to the inner edge of 

the right door jamb profile.  

    到门支柱 

 

Specifies to position the hall button relatively to the outer edge of 

the right door jamb profile.  

    到墙洞 

 

Specifies to position the hall button relatively to the right edge of 

the landing door wall opening 

相对距离 
 

Specifies the distance between the hall button and the entrance 

basis point (specified by the Position relative (left) / Position 
relative (right) properties) in x-direction.  
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组合（显示盘位置） 
 

Determines whether to apply the hall display positioning settings 

to all hall displays on the current shaft wall or to the selected hall 

display only.  

    组处理  Specifies to apply the hall display position settings to all hall 

displays.  

    该操纵盘单一定位  Specifies to apply the hall display position settings to the selected 

hall display only.  

位置计算  Determines whether the hall display shall be positioned 

automatically or manually.  

    自动  Specifies to position the indicator panel automatically in z-

direction.  

    手动  Specifies to position the indicator panel manually in z-direction.  

常规位置 
 

Provides the opportunity to specify the vertical location of the 

indicator panel (the property Positioning calculation must be 

set to Manually previously).  

    在门上 

 

Specifies the indicator panel to be positioned in the door.  

    在墙上 

 

Specifies the indicator panel to be positioned above the landing 

door wall opening.  

    在支柱上 

 

Specifies the indicator panel to be positioned in the upper door 

jamb profile.  

相对位置  Specifies the relative position of the indicator panel in z-direction, 

with regards to the predefined General Position.  

    到门高 

 

Specifies to position the indicator panel relatively to the lower 

edge of the landing door opening.  

    到墙洞 

 

Specifies to position the indicator panel relatively to the upper 

edge of the landing door wall opening.  

    到水泥地面 

 

Specifies to position the indicator panel relatively to the upper 

edge of the finished floor.  

相对距离 
 

Specifies the distance between the indicator panel and the entrance 

basis point (defined by the Position relative property) in z-

direction.  

厅选按钮和指示按钮   

此层消防开关  Determines whether a fireman switch panel is available on this 

floor or not.  

    不  Specifies not to use a fireman switch panel on the current floor 

(default setting).  

    是  Specifies to use a fireman switch panel on the current floor.  
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数量&位置   

轿厢操纵盘数量  Specifies the number of car panels.  

    无操纵盘  No car panel gets used in the cabin.  

    一个按钮  One car panel gets used in the cabin.  

    两个按钮  Two car panels get used in the cabin.  

    三个操纵盘  Three car panels get used in the cabin.  

    四个操纵盘  Four car panels get used in the cabin.  

位置  Provides the opportunity to change the car panel position.  

    在轿箱前面墙上 

 

Positions the selected car panel to the front car wall.  

    在轿箱左面墙上 

 

Positions the selected car panel to the left car wall.  

    在轿箱后面墙上 

 

Positions the selected car panel to the rear car wall.  

    在轿箱右面墙上 

 

Positions the selected car panel to the right car wall.  

   

(DEBUG: HBMode)   

常规   

扩展设置  Provides the opportunity to change the predefined hall button / 

indicator panel dimensions / settings individually.  

轿箱操纵盘   

镶入轿壁  Specifies whether the selected car operating panel is integrated 

into the car wall or not.  

    是  The selected car operating panel is integrated into the car wall.  

    不  The selected car operating panel isn't integrated into the car wall.  

左边间距 

 

Specifies the distance between the left side of the car operating 

panel and the adjanced wall panel. This option is only available if 

the "Integrated into Car Wall" property gets set to "Yes" 

previously.  

板宽 
 

Specifies the width of the car operating panel. This option is only 

available if the "Integrated into Car Wall" property gets set to 

"Yes" previously.  
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右间距 

 

Specifies the distance between the right side of the car operating 

panel and the adjanced wall panel. This option is only available if 

the "Integrated into Car Wall" property gets set to "Yes" 

previously.  

轿箱操纵盘中断缓冲线  Specifies if the car operating panel breaks the bumper rails.  

    是  The car operating panel breaks the bumper rails.  

    不  The car operating panel doesn't break the bumper rails.  

轿箱操纵盘中断踢脚线  Specifies if the car operating panel breaks the kick plates.  

    是  The car operating panel breaks the kick plates.  

    不  The car operating panel doesn't break the kick plates.  

轿箱操纵盘中断镜子  Specifies if the car operating panel breaks the mirrors.  

    是  The car operating panel breaks the mirrors.  

    不  The car operating panel doesn't break the mirrors.  

轿箱操纵盘中断扶手  Specifies if the car operating panel breaks the handrails.  

    是  The car operating panel breaks the handrails.  

    不  The car operating panel doesn't break the handrails.  

数量&位置   

位置确定通过  Determines whether the car operating panel x-position gets 

defined by the value "X0" or "X1". 

    X0  The car operating panel x-position gets defined by the value "X0". 

    X1  The car operating panel x-position gets defined by the value "X1". 

X0  Specifies the clearance between the car operating panel and the 

left / right wall edge (depends on the current car wall).  

X1  Specifies the clearance between the car operating panel and the 

left / right wall edge (depends on the current car wall).  

ZD  Specifies the z-position for the currently selected COP.  

 

PRP65200111LCID2052__x__LDXHandwheel 

[LDXHandwheel] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  
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PRP65200048LCID2052__x__LDXHideBoundingBox 

[LDXHideBoundingBox] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200049LCID2052__x__LDXHideCS 

[LDXHideCS] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

R0 LIFTdesigner developer property.  

Z向 LIFTdesigner developer property.  

X向 LIFTdesigner developer property.  

Y向 LIFTdesigner developer property.  

 

PRP65200050LCID2052__x__LDXHideVec 

[LDXHideVec] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

点 LIFTdesigner developer property.  

 

PRP65200051LCID2052__x__LDXHole 

[LDXHole] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

尺寸  

DX Specifies the hole width.  

DY Specifies the hole depth (to be able to change the value, the property 

Pocket must be set to Yes).  
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DZ Specifies the hole height.  

墙洞参数  

形状 Determines whether the selected hole has a cylindrical or a 

rectangular shape.  

    直角 Changes the shape of the selected hole to a rectangular shape.  

    柱状 Changes the shape of the selected hole to a cylindrical shape.  

壁龛 Determines whether the selected hole is a wall pocket or not.  

    是 Specifies the selected hole to be a wall pocket.  

    不 Specifies the selected hole to be a standard hole.  

墙洞高  

(HBHoleHeightCollection)  

墙洞宽  

(HBHoleWidthCollection)  

墙洞深  

(HBHoleDepthCollection)  

  

(HBDuctHoleCollection)  

墙洞高  

(HBAddHoleHeightCollection)  

墙洞宽  

(HBAddHoleWidthCollection)  

墙洞深  

(HBAddHoleDepthCollection)  

(HBAddHoleGeneralCollection)  

 

PRP65200009LCID2052__x__LDXHYConsole 

[LDXHYConsole] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXConsole)  
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PRP65200037LCID2052__x__LDXJamb 

[LDXJamb] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

类型  

组合 Determines whether to apply the user defined jamb settings to all jambs on the 

current shaft wall or to the selected jamb only.  

    组处理 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all jambs at the current shaft wall.  

    
该支柱单一确定 

Specifies to apply the user defined settings to the selected jamb only.  

设计  

用户定义样式 Determines whether to display the extended jamb settings property or not.  

    不 Specifies to use a standard jamb design.  

    是 Provides the opportunity to modify the jamb design individually (enables the 

Extended jamb settings property).  

延伸框柱尺寸 Displays the extended jamb settings dialog. Provides the opportunity to modify 

the jamb design individually.  

表面  

描述 Displays the designation of the selected jamb.  

 

PRP65200115LCID2052__x__LDXLadder 

[LDXLadder] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

固定选项   

位置  Provides the opportunity to change the location of the pit ladder.  

    左 

 

Moves the pit ladder to the left wall.  

    后 

 

Moves the pit ladder to the rear wall.  
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    右 

 

Moves the pit ladder to the right wall.  

    前 

 

Moves the pit ladder to the front wall.  

固定在分离横梁上  Determines whether the pit ladder is fixed at a separator beam or not.  

    是  Specifies to fix the pit ladder at a separator beam.  

    不  Specifies not to fix the pit ladder at a separator beam.  

梯子尺寸   

自动长度计算  Determines whether to calculate the length of the pit ladder 

automatically or not.  

    是  Specifies to calculate the length of the pit ladder automatically.  

    不  Specifies not to calculate the length of the pit ladder automatically.  

附加长度  Specifies the additional ladder length 

长度＝地坑深度+  Displays the overall length of the pit ladder.  

固定选项   

嵌入墙体的梯子  Determines whether the pit ladder is placed in a wall pocket or not.  

    是  Specifies the ladder to be set in a wall pocket.  

    不  Specifies the ladder not to be set in a wall pocket.  

壁龛深度  Specifies the pocket depth (only available if the Ladder in wall pocket 

property is set to Yes).  

 

PRP65200054LCID2052__x__LDXLamp 

[LDXLamp] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

Z-向  

到前一照明距离 Specifies the distance between the currently selected lamp and the previous lamp in 

z-direction.  

到地坑距离 Specifies the distance between the currently selected lamp and the shaft pit in z-

direction.  

 

PRP65200053LCID2052__x__LDXLamps 
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[LDXLamps] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

位置   

墙壁  Provides the opportunity to move the shaft lamps to a different wall.  

    前 

 

Moves the shaft lamps to the front shaft wall.  

    后 

 

Moves the shaft lamps to the rear shaft wall.  

    左 

 

Moves the shaft lamps to the left shaft wall.  

    右 

 

Moves the shaft lamps to the right shaft wall.  

到拐角距离  Specifies the distance between the shaft lamps and the right shaft wall.  

数量与空间   

设置照明灯数量  Determines whether to set up the shaft lamps quantity automatically or 

manually.  

    自动  Specifies to set up the shaft lamps quantity automatically.  

    手动  Specifies to set up the shaft lamps quantity manually.  

数量  Specifies the number of shaft lamps (only available if the Set up lamp 

quantity property is set to Manually).  

第一盏灯位置在  Specifies the distance between the first shaft lamp and the shaft pit (in z-

direction).  

照明间距  Specifies the distance between the shaft lamps.  

 

PRP65200018LCID2052__x__LDXLandingDoor 

[LDXLandingDoor] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXDoor)  
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组合  

组合 Determines whether to apply the changes to all landing doors of the current shaft 

wall or to the selected landing door only.  

    组处理 Applies the changes to all landing doors.  

    此门另定 Applies the changes to the selected landing door only.  

门尺寸  

高度 Specifies the landing door height.  

宽度 Provides the opportunity to select a different, predefined (manufacturer specific) 

width for the currently selected landing door model. This option is only available, if 

the data for the selected landing door is stored in the LIFTdesigner database and the 

corresponding manufacturer module is licensed as well.  

扩展门尺寸 Provides the opportunity to change the predefined landing door dimensions 

individually.  

Distance 

Sill to Wall 

Specifies the distance between the landing door and the wall.  

 

PRP65200056LCID2052__x__LDXLandingDoorFixingPoint 

[LDXLandingDoorFixingPoint] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

固定选项  

组合 Determines whether to apply the user defined landing door fixing point 

settings to all fixing points in the current door fixing point row or to the 

selected fixing point only.  

    组处理 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all door fixing points in the 

current door fixing row.  

    
该门固定点单一确定 

Specifies to apply the user defined settings to the currently selected door 

fixing point only.  

位置 Determines whether to arrange the landing door fixing point manually or to 

arrange it according to the rules defined in the LIFTdesigner database.  

    手动 Specifies to arrange the location of the landing door fixing point manually.  

    按预先规定 Specifies to arrange the location of the landing door fixing point 

automatically (according to the rules defined in the LIFTdesigner database).  

X0 Specifies the x-position of the currently selected door fixing point (the 

Location property must be set to Manually previously, to be able to 

change the value).  
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Y0 Specifies the y-position of the currently selected door fixing point (the 

Location property must be set to Manually previously, to be able to 

change the value).  

ZD Specifies the z-position of the currently selected door fixing point (the 

Location property must be set to Manually previously, to be able to 

change the value).  

P2－X Specifies the displacement of the selected, small door fixing point anchor 

rail  in x-direction, relatively to the door fixing point.  

P2－Z Specifies the displacement of the selected, small door fixing point anchor 

rail in z-direction, relatively to the door fixing point.  

在墙洞里的固定点 Determines whether a wall pocket shall be created for the currently selected 

door fixing point or not.  

    不 Specifies not to set the current door fixing point in a wall pocket.  

    是 Specifies to set the current door fixing point in a wall pocket.  

DX Specifies the width of the wall pocket for the selected landing door fixing 

point.  

DY Specifies the depth of the wall pocket for the selected landing door fixing 

point.  

DZ Specifies the height of the wall pocket for the selected landing door fixing 

point.  

(DEBUG: DFP_MODE)  

 

PRP65200055LCID2052__x__LDXLandingDoorFixingPoints 

[LDXLandingDoorFixingPoints] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

数量与空间  

们固定点列 Provides the opportunity to display the properties of a different door fixing point 

row for the currently selected landing door.  

    顶部 Displays the top door fixing row properties of the selected landing door.  

    底部 Displays the bottom door fixing row properties of the selected landing door.  

    左面 Displays the left door fixing row properties of the selected landing door.  

    右面 Displays the right door fixing row properties of the selected landing door.  

门固定点的数量 Determines whether to specify the number of door fixing points automatically or 

manually.  

    自动 Specifies the number of door fixing points to be set automatically.  
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    手动 Specifies the number of door fixing points to be set manually.  

数量 Specifies the number of door fixing points (only available if the Set up door 
fixing points quantity property gets set to Manually previously).  

固定选项  

一根长锚定轨 Specifies whether to use one large anchor rail for the door fixing or not.  

    不 Specifies not to use one large anchor rail for the door fixing.  

    是 Specifies to use one large anchor rail for the door fixing.  

手动排布 Determines whether to arrange the current door fixing row automatically or 

manually.  

    不 Specifies to arrange the current door fixing row (the door fixing points on the 

corresponding side of the door) automatically.   

    是 Specifies to arrange the current door fixing row (the door fixing points on the 

corresponding side of the door) manually.   

  

(DEBUG: 

DFPL_MODE) 

 

 

PRP65200057LCID2052__x__LDXLoadHook 

[LDXLoadHook] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

Relative Location  

XY Calculation Determines whether to position the load hook manually or automatically in x- / y-

direction.  

    自动 Specifies to position the load hook automatically in x- / y-direction.  

    手动 Specifies to position the load hook manually in x- / y-direction.  

DX Specifies the x-position of the selected load hook.  

DY Specifies the y-position of the selected load hook.  

DZ Specifies the z-position of the selected load hook.  

 

PRP65200118LCID2052__x__LDXLogicCenterPoint 

[LDXLogicCenterPoint] 

Property Items: 
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Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

轿箱中点  

在轿箱中间的X－轴 Determines whether the x-position of the center axis is in the car 

center or not.  

    不 Specifies the x-position of the vertical center axis not to be set in 

the car center.  

    是 Specifies the x-position of the vertical center axis to be set in the 

car center.  

Y－轴与导轨中心轴重合 Determines whether the y-position of the center axis is equal to the 

DBG axis or not.  

    不 Specifies the y-position of the horizontal center axis not to be set 

equal to the DBG axis.  

    是 Specifies the y-position of the horizontal center axis to be set equal 

to the DBG axis.  

轿箱中间 Provides the opportunity to change the position of the car center.  

    
轿箱中心在轿箱深度的中间 

Specifies the car center to be set at the half cab depth.  

    
轿箱中心在轿底深度的中间 

Specifies the car center to be set at the half car platform depth.  

 

PRP65200114LCID2052__x__LDXLogicForcePoint 

[LDXLogicForcePoint] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

力作用点  

位置 Specifies whether the car frame force point is determined automatically or 

manually.  

    取决于轿架 The force point location is specified by the car frame.  

    半自动或手动 The force point location is specified semi-automatic or manual.  

在轿箱中心的X－轴 Determines whether the x-position of the force point is in the car center or 

not (only available if the property Location is set to Semi-automatic or 

manual).  

    不 Specifies the x-position of the force point not to be set in the car center.  
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    是 Specifies the x-position of the force point to be set in the car center.  

DX Specifies the x-position of the force point (only available if the property 

Location is set to Semi-automatic or manual).  

Y－轴与导轨中心轴重合 Determines whether the y-position of the force point is equal to the DBG 

axis or not (only available if the property Location is set to Semi-

automatic or manual).  

    不 Specifies the y-position of the force point not to be set equal to the DBG 

axis.  

    是 Specifies the y-position of the force point to be set equal to the DBG axis.  

DY Specifies the y-position of the force point (only available if the property 

Location is set to Semi-automatic or manual).  

DZ Specifies the z-position of the force point (only available if the property 

Location is set to Semi-automatic or manual).  

导轨中心轴  

总是在轿箱中心 Determines whether the DBG axis is always in the car center or not.  

    不 Specifies the DBG axis not to be set in the car center. This property gets 

set automatically, after the DBG axis has been moved (by the extended 

dimensions of the center axis). This property can not be set manually.  

    是 Specifies the DGB axis to be set in the car center always. If the DBG axis 

was moved before, this operation will be reset.  

 

PRP65200126LCID2052__x__LDXLogicGravityCenterPoint 

[LDXLogicGravityCenterPoint] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200119LCID2052__x__LDXMachineBeam 

[LDXMachineBeam] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

承重梁在墙上的开孔的距离  

剖面的左边 Specifies the wall opening clearance on the left side of the machine 

beam.  

剖面的右边 Specifies the wall opening clearance on the right side of the machine 
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beam.  

剖面的上面 Specifies the wall opening clearance above the machine room beam.  

剖面的下面 Specifies the wall opening clearance below the machine room beam.  

在剖面末端前面 Specifies the wall opening clearance on the front end of the machine 

beam.  

在后面的剖面末端 Specifies the wall opening clearance on the rear end of the machine 

beam.  

机架固定  

机架 Provides different different gear frame fixing options.  

    直接在机房地面上 Specifies the gear frame to be fixed directly on the machine room 

floor.  

    由两根机房横梁支撑 Specifies the gear frame to be fixed on two machine room beams.  

    由三根机房横梁支撑 Specifies the gear frame to be fixed on three machine room beams.  

横梁支撑前端 Specifies the front projection of the machine room beams.  

横梁支撑后端 Specifies the rear projection of the machine room beams.  

Machine Beam Settings  

组合 Determines whether to apply the user defined settings to all machine 

beams or to the selected beam only.  

    组处理 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to the selected machine 

beam only.  

    This Beam is 
different 

Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all machine beams.  

Machine Beam Locations  

Y0 Beam 1 Specifies the position of machine beam 1 in y-direction.  

Y0 Beam 2 Specifies the position of machine beam 2 in y-direction.  

Y0 Beam 3 Specifies the position of machine beam 3 in y-direction.  

排列P1X Specifies the x-position of the first machine beam point. The machine 

beam (below the machine room ceiling) gets aligned according to two 

point, defined in the machine room.  

排列P1Y Specifies the y-position of the first machine beam point. The machine 

beam (below the machine room ceiling) gets aligned according to two 

point, defined in the machine room.  

排列P2X Specifies the x-position of the second machine beam point. The 

machine beam (below the machine room ceiling) gets aligned 

according to two point, defined in the machine room.  

排列P2Y Specifies the y-position of the second machine beam point. The 

machine beam (below the machine room ceiling) gets aligned 

according to two point, defined in the machine room 
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PRP65200025LCID2052__x__LDXMachineRoom 

[LDXMachineRoom] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXRoom)   

尺寸   

机房宽  Specifies the machine room width.  

机房深  Specifies the machine room depth.  

机房高  Specifies the machine room height.  

位置   

位置  Displays the location of the machine room.  

    下面  Gets displayed if the machine room is located below, beside the 

shaft.  

    上面  Gets displayed if the machine room is located above the shaft.  

侧面  Provides the opportunity to position the machine room at a 

different shaft wall (only available if the machine room is located 

beside the shaft).  

    前 

 

Moves the machine room to the front side of the shaft.  

    后 

 

Moves the machine room to the rear side of the shaft.  

    左 

 

Moves the machine room to the left side of the shaft.  

    右 

 

Moves the machine room to the right side of the shaft.  

自动布置机房  Determines whether to align the machine room automatically or 

manually.  

    不  Disables the automatic machine room alignment.  

    是  Enables the automatic machine room alignment.  

X0 
 

Specifies the machine room x-position (this value is only available 

if the option Align MR automatically gets set to No 

previously).  
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Y0 
 

Specifies the machine room y-position (this value is only available 

if the option Align MR automatically gets set to No 

previously).  

使用前一井道的机房 
 

Provides the opportunity to merge the selected machine room (in 

an elevator group) with the machine room of the previous 

elevator.  

    不  Doesn't merge the selected machine room with the machine room 

of the previous elevator in the group.  

    是 
 

Merges the selected machine room with the machine room of the 

previous elevator in the group (the merge operation can not be 

reset by this property, use Ctrl + Z instead).  

自动布置机房组件  Determines whether to align the machine room components 

automatically or manually.  

    不  Specifies to align the machine room components manually.  

    是  Specifies to align the machine room components automatically.  

(DEBUG:PositionMode)   

选项   

选择另一个标准布置  Provides the opportunity to select another machine room 

alignment via the Navigator dialog.  

无机房模式 
 

Provides the opportunity to switch off the machine room. In the 

machine-room-less mode, the machine room components are 

moved to the shaft pit.  

    不  Deactivates the machine-room-less mode. The before deactivated 

machine room gets switched on again.  

    是  Activates the machine-room-less mode.  

 

PRP65200120LCID2052__x__LDXMachineRoomDoor 

[LDXMachineRoomDoor] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

设计   

开口   Determines whether the machine room door opens outwards or 

inwards.  

    向外  Specifies the machine room door to open outwards.  

    向内  Specifies the machine room door to open inwards.  

折叶一侧  Determines whether the machine room door hinges are located on 

the left or on the right side of the door.  
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    左  Specifies the door hinges to be located on the left side of the wall 

opening.  

    右  Specifies the door hinges to be located on the right side of the 

wall opening.  

位置   

墙壁  Provides the opportunity to change the location of the machine 

room door.  

    前 

 

Moves the machine room door to the front wall.  

    后 

 

Moves the machine room door to the rear wall.  

    左 

 

Moves the machine room door to the left wall.  

    右 

 

Moves the machine room door to the right wall.  

Width Dimensions   

Door frame left  Specifies the width of the left door frame profile.  

Clear opening width  Specifies the clear opening width of the machine room door.  

Door frame right  Specifies the width of the right door frame profile.  

Height Dimensions   

Clear opening height  Specifies the clear opening height of the machine room door.  

Door frame top  Specifies the width of the top door frame profile.  

设计   

Show door arcs  Specifies whether the door arcs shall be displayed or not.  

    是  The door arc profiles are displayed.  

    不  The door arc profiles are not displayed.  

Central opening 

split factor 
 

Provides the opportunity to specify a split factor fort the machine 

room door (value must be >= 0 and <= 1).  

 

PRP65200117LCID2052__x__LDXMaterial 

[LDXMaterial] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 
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(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200010LCID2052__x__LDXMoveFrame 

[LDXMoveFrame] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

导靴  

DZ距离 Determines whether to position the Car / CW frame guide shoes 

automatically or manually.  

    自动 Specifies to position the guide shoes automatically.  

    手动 Specifies to position the guide shoes manually.  

DZ到上部导靴距离 Specifies the z-distance between the Car / CW  frame EP and the top guide 

shoes.  

DZ到下部导靴距离 Specifies the z-distance between the Car / CW  frame EP and the bottom 

guide shoes.  

缓冲器压缩行程  

DZ计算 Determines whether the z-position of the buffer impact point shall be 

calculated automatically or manually.  

    自动 Specifies to position of the Car / CW frame's buffer impact point 

automatically.  

    手动 Specifies to position of the Car / CW frame's buffer impact point manually.  

DZ Specifies the distance between the Car / CW frame's buffer impact point and 

the frame's EP in z-direction.  

滑轮轴1位置  

滑轮梁 1 DX Specifies the location of the 1st Car / CW frame pulley beam deflection 

sheave in x-direction.  

滑轮梁 1 DY Specifies the location of the 1st Car / CW frame pulley beam deflection 

sheave in y-direction.  

滑轮梁 1 DZ Specifies the location of the 1st Car / CW frame pulley beam deflection 

sheave in z-direction.  

滑轮轴2位置  

滑轮梁 2 DX Specifies the location of the 2nd Car / CW frame pulley beam deflection 

sheave in x-direction.  

滑轮梁 2 DY Specifies the location of the 2nd Car / CW frame pulley beam deflection 

sheave in y-direction.  
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滑轮梁 2 DZ Specifies the location of the 2nd Car / CW frame pulley beam deflection 

sheave in z-direction.  

开发人员  

主要组件外的其它部件 Provides the opportunity to disable single car frame ghost components by 

entering the object name of the corresponding component e.g. 

"Shaft0.Car.Frame.GuideShoeTop1." for the top guide shoe or 

"Shaft0.Car." for the car ghost component. The component object names 

can be copied from the data tree docking window (Copy for Program).  

 

 
 

To enter more than one object name, use a comma as separator.  

  

(LDRopeWizard)  

 

PRP65200097LCID2052__x__LDXNewApplication 

[LDXNewApplication] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

面板尺寸  

最近的文档1 Displays the name of the 1st LIFTdesigner project file  

最近的文档2 Displays the name of the 2nd LIFTdesigner project file  
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最近的文档3 Displays the name of the 3rd LIFTdesigner project file  

 

PRP65200001LCID2052__x__LDXObject 

[LDXObject] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

数据树  

目标名称 Displays the LDXObject name of the selected component (LIFTdesigner developer 

relevant information).  

组件 Displays the data tree name of the selected component.  

工具  

计算 LIFTdesigner status bar information. Gets displayed in the status bar during the 

recalculation of the current LIFTdesigner document.  

 

PRP65200100LCID2052__x__LDXObjectDim 

[LDXObjectDim] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

常规  

数值 Specifies the selected dimension value.  

视图框设置  

尺寸标识 Specifies the id of the selected dimension / dimensions. The 

dimension ID specifies the position of the dimension relatively to 

the shaft geometry. Dimensions with a low ID are closer to the 

geometry than dimension with a high ID.  

整体尺寸设置  

尺寸群 Provides the opportunity to add the selected dimension to another 

dimension group.  The additional dimension groups can be enabled 

/ disabled via the Dynamic List property of the currently selected 

sheet frame.  

前言 Specifies the dimension prefix text (global setting). The selected 

dimension prefix will be changed in all view frames and all 

projects.  

视图框设置  
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预装（与框架有关） Specifies the local dimension prefix text (only related to the 

selected sheet frame). The local dimenison prefix overwrites the 

settings of the global dimension prefix.  

整体尺寸设置  

尺寸链描述 Specifies the description of the current dimension chain.  

  

(LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDim)  

 

PRP65200002LCID2052__x__LDXObjects 

[LDXObjects] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200066LCID2052__x__LDXObjectStorage 

[LDXObjectStorage] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

常规  

变量名 Specifies the name of the user defined storage variable.  

 

PRP65200067LCID2052__x__LDXObjectStorageDim 

[LDXObjectStorageDim] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectStorage)  

(LDXObjectDim)  

 

PRP65200065LCID2052__x__LDXObjectStorages 

[LDXObjectStorages] 
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Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200068LCID2052__x__LDXObjectStorageText 

[LDXObjectStorageText] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectStorage)  

常规  

文本 Specifies the content of the user defined storage text.  

 

PRP65200141LCID2052__x__LDXObjectText 

[LDXObjectText] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

文本  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200112LCID2052__x__LDXOilStorage 

[LDXOilStorage] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

尺寸  

宽度 Specifies the width of the hydraulic aggregate.  

深度 Specifies the depth of the hydraulic aggregate.  

高度 Specifies the height of the hydraulic aggregate.  
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位置  

机房中心（X,Y） Determines whether to place the hydraulic aggregate in the machine room 

center or not.  

    是 Specifies the hydraulic aggregate to be placed in the machine room center.  

    不 Specifies the hydraulic aggregate not to be placed in the machine room center, 

it remains at its original position.  

完成的楼面上（Z） Determines whether to place the hydraulic aggregate on the finished machine 

room floor or not.  

    是 Specifies to place the hydraulic aggregate on the finished machine room floor.  

    不 Specifies not to place the hydraulic aggregate on the finished machine room 

floor.  

角度 Specifies the angle of the hydraulic aggregate.  

 

PRP65200058LCID2052__x__LDXPitBaseUnit 

[LDXPitBaseUnit] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

底坑单元  

用户说明 Determines whether to define the pit base unit automatically or manually.  

    不 Specifies the pit base unit to be defined manually.  

    是 Specifies the pit base unit to be defined automatically.  

地坑铁宽度 Specifies the width of the pit base unit (to be able to change the value, the property 

User defined must be set to Yes previously).  

 

PRP65200122LCID2052__x__LDXPowerReceivingBox 

[LDXPowerReceivingBox] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

位置   

墙壁  Provides the opportunity to change the location of the power 

receiving box.  
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    前 

 

Moves the power receiving box to the front wall.  

    后 

 

Moves the power receiving box to the rear wall.  

    左 

 

Moves the power receiving box to the left wall.  

    右 

 

Moves the power receiving box to the right wall.  

在机房门附近自动定位  Determines whether to arrange the power receiving box next to 

the machine room door or not.  

    是  Specifies to arrange the power receiving box next to the machine 

room door.  

    不  Specifies not to arrange the power receiving box next to the 

machine room door.  

 

PRP65200070LCID2052__x__LDXProfile 

[LDXProfile] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

类型   

形状  Provides the opportunity to change the shape of the currently selected 

profile.  

    L-型  Switches the shape of the currently selected profile to an L-type shape.  

    I-型  Switches the shape of the currently selected profile to an I-type shape.  

    U-型  Switches the shape of the currently selected profile to a U-type shape.  

    Z-型  Switches the shape of the currently selected profile to a Z-type shape.  

    T-型  Switches the shape of the currently selected profile to a T-type shape.  

    平钢  Switches the shape of the currently selected profile to a flat steel shape.  

    液压缸  Switches the shape of the currently selected profile to a cylinder shape.  

    锚定轨  Switches the shape of the currently selected profile to an anchor rail shape.  

大小   
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DX  Specifies the overall length of the currently selected profile.  

DY  Specifies the overall width of the currently selected profile.  

DZ  Specifies the overall height of the currently selected profile.  

S  Specifies the additional S-base height of the currently selected profile (must 

be specified for I-, L-, Z-, U-, T-type profiles).  

T  Specifies the additional T-base height of the currently selected profile (must 

be specified for I-, L-, Z-, U-, T-type profiles).  

位置   

X0  Specifies the x-position of the currently selected profile, relatively to the 

basis point of the component.  

Y0  Specifies the y-position of the currently selected profile, relatively to the 

basis point of the component.  

ZD  Specifies the z-position of the currently selected profile, relatively to the 

basis point of the component.  

选项   

零部件  Provides the opportunity to add the currently selected profile to a sub-profile 

group.  

详细资料 
 

Provides the opportunity to specify the detail mode of the selected 

component profile. The detail mode specifies the visibility of the profile 

based on the view frame detail mode.  

样式  Provides the opportunity to enable / disable add. modes for the selected 

profile.  

3D参数   

3D参数  Displays the predefined, specific 3D parameters of the component (further 

information are available in the developer documentation).  

选项   

显示附加组件  Determines whether or not to display developer component specific sub-

objects (displays e.g. the traction sheave if a gear machine gets developed).  

    是  Specifies to display developer component sub-objects.  

    不  Specifies not to display developer component sub-objects.  

制造厂商 ID  Displays the Manufacturer ID of the developer component.  

组件  Displays the LIFTdesigner data tree name of the currently selected 

component profile.  

剖面矩阵  Displays the Profile Matrix dialog. Provides the opportunity to modify the 

alignment of the selected component profile.  

 

PRP65200072LCID2052__x__LDXProfilePoint 

[LDXProfilePoint] 

Property Items: 
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Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

位置  

X0 Specifies the x-position of the currently selected profile point, relatively to the basis 

point of the component.  

Y0 Specifies the y-position of the currently selected profile point, relatively to the basis 

point of the component.  

ZD Specifies the z-position of the currently selected profile point, relatively to the basis 

point of the component.  

类型  

类型 Specifies the currently selected profile point type.  

3D参数  

3D参数 Displays the predefined, specific 3D parameters of the component (further information 

are available in the developer documentation).  

选项  

零部件 Provides the opportunity to add the current, characteristic point to a predefined sub-

component.  

动态尺寸 Provides the opportunity to set an add mode at the selected characteristic point, which 

makes the point visible when the corresponding component gets selected in a standard 

view frame.This point can then being used to e.g. create a dynamic dimension.  

    是 The point shall being displayed when selecting the corresponding component.  

    不 The point shall not being displayed when selecting the corresponding component.  

 

PRP65200071LCID2052__x__LDXProfilePoints 

[LDXProfilePoints] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200069LCID2052__x__LDXProfiles 

[LDXProfiles] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 
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(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200059LCID2052__x__LDXPulley 

[LDXPulley] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

(LDRopeWizard)  

尺寸  

用户说明 Determines whether to define the pulley automatically or manually.  

    不 Specifies the pulley to be defined manually.  

    是 Specifies the pulley to be defined automatically.  

直径 Specifies the diameter of the currently selected pulley (this value can only be 

changed if the User defined property gets set to Yes previously).  

宽度 Specifies the width of the currently selected pulley (this value can only be changed 

if the User defined property gets set to Yes previously).  

轮槽数量 Specifies the grooves count of the currently selected pulley (this value can only be 

changed if the User defined property gets set to Yes previously).  

 

PRP65200060LCID2052__x__LDXPulleyBeam 

[LDXPulleyBeam] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

(LDRopeWizard)  

排列  

常规 Determines whether to align the pulleys of the selected pulley beam 

automatically or manually.  

    手动配置 Aligns the selected pulley beam pulleys manually.  

    自动配置 Aligns the selected pulley beam pulleys automatically.  

横梁正交对齐 Determines whether to align the pulley beam orthogonal or aligned.  

    不 Doesn't align the pulley beam orthogonal.  
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    是 Aligns the pulley beam orthogonal.  

滑轮梁角度 Specifies the pulley beam angle (gets only displayed for CW and car frame 

pulley beams).  

Z-顶部空间距离 Specifies the distance between the pulley beam and  the shaft ceiling (doesn't 

get displayed for CW and car frame pulley beams).  

横梁旁的导向轮  

导向轮数量 Provides the opportunity to specify the number of pulleys for the selected 

pulley beam (doesn't get displayed for CW and car frame pulley beams).  

    没有致偏轮 Specifies not to use a pulley beam.  

    一个致偏轮 Specifies to use a pulley beam with one pulley.  

    两个致偏轮 Specifies to use a pulley beam with two pulleys.  

滑轮1位置（负值） Displays the distance between the first deflection sheave and the pulley beam 

basis point (negative value, gets only displayed for CW and car frame pulley 

beams).  

滑轮2位置 Displays the distance between the second deflection sheave and the basis point 

of the pulley beam (gets only displayed for CW and car frame pulley beams).  

按中心线排列轮轴  

排列P1X Displays the x-distance between the first pulley beam deflection sheave and the 

centerline of the car (doesn't get displayed for CW and car frame pulley beams).  

排列P1Y Displays the y-distance between the first pulley beam deflection sheave and the 

centerline of the car (doesn't get displayed for CW and car frame pulley beams).  

排列P2X Displays the x-distance between the second pulley beam deflection sheave and 

the centerline of the car (doesn't get displayed for CW and car frame pulley 

beams).  

排列P2Y Displays the y-distance between the second pulley beam deflection sheave and 

the centerline of the car (doesn't get displayed for CW and car frame pulley 

beams).  

排列  

布置 Aligns the pulley beam automatically.  

 

PRP65200062LCID2052__x__LDXRailBracket 

[LDXRailBracket] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

设计 Provides the opportunity to modify the width of the main rail bracket 

profiles.  
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固定选项  

此轨道支架手动设置 Determines whether to apply the user defined settings to all or to the 

selected rail bracket only.  

    不 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to all rail brackets.  

    是 Specifies to apply the user defined settings to the selected rail bracket 

only.  

标准剖面 Specifies whether to display the standard rail bracket profiles or not 

(must be supported by the selected rail bracket).  

    不 Hides the standard profiles of the selected rail bracket.  

    是 Displays the standard profiles of the selected rail bracket.  

油缸固定剖面 Determines whether additional cylinder fixing profiles shall be 

displayed for the selected rail bracket or not (must be supported by the 

selected rail bracket).  

    不 No additional cylinder fixing profiles get displayed for the selected rail 

bracket.  

    是 No additional cylinder fixing profiles get displayed for the selected rail 

bracket.  

导轨固定剖面 Specifies whether to display the guide rail fixing profiles or not (must 

be supported by the selected rail bracket).  

    不 Hides the guide rail fixing profiles of the selected rail bracket.  

    是 Displays the guide rail fixing profiles of the selected rail bracket.  

油缸支撑固定剖面 Determines whether add. cylinder base fixing profiles shall be 

displayed for the selected rail bracket or not (must be supported by the 

selected rail bracket)  

    不 No additional cylinder base fixing profiles get displayed for the 

selected rail bracket.  

    是 Additional cylinder base fixing profiles get displayed for the selected 

rail bracket.  

用于帮助导向的剖面 Specifies whether to display the fixing profiles for the helper guide 

rails or not (must be supported by the selected rail bracket).  

    不 Hides the helper guide rail fixing profiles of the selected rail bracket.  

    是 Displays the helper guide rail fixing profiles of the selected rail 

bracket.  

用于帮助导向的基础剖面 Specifies whether to display the base profiles for the helper guide rails 

or not (must be supported by the selected rail bracket).  

    不 Hides the helper guide rail base profiles of the selected rail bracket.  

    是 Displays the helper guide rail base profiles of the selected rail bracket.  

左型 Specifies whether the selected rail bracket is a left type, e.g. if the 

hydraulic cylinder is located on the left side of the rail bracket basis 

point (must be supported by the selected rail bracket).  
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    不 The selected rail bracket is not a left type.  

    是 The selected rail bracket is a left type.  

右型 Specifies whether the selected rail bracket is a right type, e.g. if the 

hydraulic cylinder is located on the right side of the rail bracket basis 

point (must be supported by the selected rail bracket).  

    不 The selected rail bracket is a right type.  

    是 The selected rail bracket is a right type.  

  

(DEBUG: 

SUB_PROFILES_ENABLED) 

 

 

PRP65200061LCID2052__x__LDXRailBrackets 

[LDXRailBrackets] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

数量与空间  

轨道支架的数量 Determines whether to set up the rail brackets quantity automatically or 

manually.  

    自动 Specifies to set up the rail brackets quantity automatically.  

    手动 Specifies to set up the rail brackets quantity manually.  

数量 Specifies the number of rail brackets (only available if the Set up rail 
brackets quantity property is set to Manually).  

轨道支架的最大距离 Specifies the maximum projection between the rail brackets.  

到导轨末端的距离 Specifies the distance between the last rail bracket and the guide rail end.  

固定选项  

固定轨 Specifies the number of anchor rails to be used for the fixing of the rail 

brackets.  

    无 Specifies not to use anchor rails for the fixing of the rail brackets.  

    一 Specifies to use one anchor rail for the fixing of each rail bracket.  

    二 Specifies to use two anchor rails for the fixing of each rail bracket   

自动布置 Determines whether to place the rail brackets anchor rails automatically or 

manually.  
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    是 Specifies the anchor rails to be placed automatically.  

    不 Specifies the anchor rails to be placed manually.  

数量自动确定 Determines whether to define the number of anchor rails automatically or 

manually.  

    是 Specifies the number of anchor rails for the rail bracket fixing to be defined 

automatically.  

    不 Specifies the number of anchor rails for the rail bracket fixing to be defined 

manually.  

轨道卡箍类型 Specifies the rail bracket type.  

    混凝土 Specifies the usage of a rail bracket type for concrete fixing.  

    钢 Specifies the usage of a rail bracket type for steel fixing.  

分离横梁 Determines whether a separator beam shall be used for the fixing of the rail 

brackets or not.  

    是 Specifies to use separator beams for the fixing of the rail brackets.  

    不 Specifies not to use separator beams for the fixing of the rail brackets.  

 

PRP65200063LCID2052__x__LDXRefugeSpace 

[LDXRefugeSpace] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

宽度  

导左面距离 Specifies the distance between the refuge space and the left shaft wall, machine 

room wall or car wall.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the refuge space.  

到右面距离 Specifies the distance between the refuge space and the right shaft wall, machine 

room wall or car wall.  

深度  

到前面距离 Specifies the distance between the refuge space and the front shaft wall, machine 

room wall or car wall.  

深度 Specifies the depth of the refuge space.  

到后面距离 Specifies the distance between the refuge space and the rear shaft wall, machine 

room wall or car wall.  

高度  

到基准平面距离 Specifies the z-distance between the refuge space and the base plane.  
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高度 Specifies the height of the refuge space.  

宽度  

宽度自动机算 Determines whether to specify the width of the refuge space automatically or 

manually.  

    不 Specifies the width of the refuge space to be set manually.  

    是 Specifies the width of the refuge space to be set automatically.  

 

PRP65200023LCID2052__x__LDXRoom 

[LDXRoom] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

墙壁厚度  

前 Specifies the front wall thickness of the shaft / machine room.  

后 Specifies the rear wall thickness of the shaft / machine room.  

左 Specifies the left wall thickness of the shaft / machine room.  

右 Specifies the right wall thickness of the shaft / machine room.  

上 Specifies the ceiling thickness of the shaft / machine room.  

下 Specifies the basement thickness of the shaft / machine room.  

选项  

附加的墙开口 Provides the opportunity to create additional machine room / shaft wall openings.  

 

PRP65200075LCID2052__x__LDXRope 

[LDXRope] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

(LDRopeWizard)  

数量 Specifies the number of ropes.  
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PRP65200015LCID2052__x__LDXRopeCompensationUnit 

[LDXRopeCompensationUnit] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXMoveFrame)  

尺寸  

到地坑的距离 Specifies the z-distance between the pulley for the rope compensation unit and the 

shaft pit.    

 

PRP65200125LCID2052__x__LDXRopeSuspension 

[LDXRopeSuspension] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200076LCID2052__x__LDXRopeWallFixing 

[LDXRopeWallFixing] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

(LDRopeWizard)  

固定选项  

自动决定X&Y位置 Determines whether to specify the position of the rope wall fixing 

automatically or manually.  

    手动 Specifies the rope wall fixing to be positioned manually.  

    自动 Specifies the rope wall fixing to be positioned automatically.  

X0 Specifies the x-position of the rope wall fixing (only available if the 

Determine X & Y Position autom. property gets set to No previously).  

Y0 Specifies the y-position of the rope wall fixing (only available if the 

Determine X & Y Position autom. property gets set to No previously).  

参考面 Provides the opportunity to select a different base plane for the rope wall 

fixing.  

    在井顶上 Specifies the rope wall fixing to be positioned relatively to the shaft ceiling.  
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    井顶 Specifies the rope wall fixing to be positioned relatively to the shaft 

overhead.  

    最高入口 Specifies the rope wall fixing to be positioned relatively to the top floor.  

    最高入口 + 
墙洞高度 

Specifies the rope wall fixing to be positioned relatively to the top floor + 

opening height.  

    地坑 Specifies the rope wall fixing to be positioned relatively to the shaft pit.  

参考面位置 Specifies the add movement of the rope wall fixing in z-direction.  

墙壁开口 Determines whether or not to create a wall opening for the rope wall fixing.  

    不 Specifies not to create a wall opening for the rope wall fixing.  

    是 Specifies to create a wall opening for the rope wall fixing.  

ZD Displays the z-distance between the shaft pit and the rope wall fixing.  

 

PRP65200176LCID2052__x__LDXRule 

[LDXRule] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

规范  

标志 Provides the opportunity to display / edit the designation of the currently selected 

component rule.  

规范 Displays the content of the currently selected component rule.  

状态 Provides the opportunity to enable / disable the selected component rule.  

    
规范被激活 

Disables the selected component rule. The rule doesn't get applied to the 

corresponding component.  

    其它 Enables the selected component rule. The rule gets applied to the corresponding 

component.  

 

PRP65200177LCID2052__x__LDXRules 

[LDXRules] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  
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规范集  

列表计数器 Displays the number of rules for the corresponding component.  

 

PRP65200014LCID2052__x__LDXSafetyGear 

[LDXSafetyGear] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXMoveFrame)  

施力点  

位置 Specifies the general safety gear location.  

DX Specifies the safety gear x-position based on the selected general location.  

DY Specifies the safety gear y-position based on the selected general location.  

 

PRP65200080LCID2052__x__LDXScaffolding 

[LDXScaffolding] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

(LDXScaffoldings)  

 

PRP65200078LCID2052__x__LDXScaffoldingBoard 

[LDXScaffoldingBoard] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

(LDXScaffoldings)  

 

PRP65200077LCID2052__x__LDXScaffoldingBoards 

[LDXScaffoldingBoards] 

Property Items: 
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Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

(LDXScaffoldings)  

上层支架  

自动布置 Determines whether to arrange the upper planks automatically or manually.  

    是 Specifies the upper planks to be arranged automatically.  

    不 Specifies the upper planks to be arranged manually.  

自动决定数量 Determines whether to specify the number of scaffolding boards automatically or 

manually.  

    不 Specifies the number of scaffolding boards to be defined manually.  

    是 Specifies the number of scaffolding boards to be defined automatically.  

数量 Specifies the number of upper planks (only available if the Determine number 
automatically property gets set to No previously).  

高度 Specifies the height of the upper planks.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the upper planks 

副支架  

自动布置 Determines whether to arrange the sub planks automatically or manually.  

    是 Specifies the sub planks to be arranged automatically.  

    不 Specifies the sub planks to be arranged manually.  

数量 Specifies the number of sub planks (only available if the Determine number 
automatically property gets set to No previously).  

高度 Specifies the height of the sub planks.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the sub planks.  

横梁  

自动布置 Determines whether to arrange the platform beams automatically or manually.  

    是 Specifies the platform beams to be arranged automatically.  

    不 Specifies the platform beams to be arranged manually.  

数量 Specifies the number of platform beams (only available if the Determine 
number automatically property gets set to No previously).  

高度 Specifies the height of the platform beams.  

宽度 Specifies the width of the platform beams.  
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PRP65200079LCID2052__x__LDXScaffoldings 

[LDXScaffoldings] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

(LDXScaffoldingBoards)   

平台   

平台设计  Provides the opportunity to specify the platform design.  

    1 

 

Selects the assembly platform design 1.  

    2 

 

Selects the assembly platform design 2.  

    3 

 

Selects the assembly platform design 3.  

    4 

 

Selects the assembly platform design 4.  

    0 

 

Disables the assembly platforms.  

墙固定  Provides the opportunity to change the kind of wall mounting for 

the assembly platforms.  

    锚定轨  Specifies to use anchor rails for the fixing of the assembly 

platforms.  

    安装套管  Specifies to use assembly inserts for the fixing of the assembly 

platforms.  

    其它  Specifies to us a different, not listed wall mounting type.  

固定导轨布置  Determines whether to arrange the anchor rails for the assembly 

platform fixing automatically or manually.  

    手动  Specifies the anchor rails to be arranged manually.  

    自动  Specifies the anchor rails to be arranged automatically.  

左面墙距  Specifies the clearance between the left shaft wall and the 

assembly platform.  

右面墙距  Specifies the clearance between the right shaft wall and the 

assembly platform.  

前面墙距  Specifies the clearance between the front shaft wall and the 

assembly platform.  
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后面墙距  Specifies the clearance between the rear shaft wall and the 

assembly platform.  

数量  Displays the number of assembly platforms (the number of 

assembly platforms can being edited in the Floor Level dialog).  

 

PRP65200127LCID2052__x__LDXSeparatorBeam 

[LDXSeparatorBeam] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

尺寸  

墙距 Provides the opportunity to change the distance between the wall and the separator 

beam.  

横梁宽度 Provides the opportunity to change the width of the separator beam.  

 

PRP65200024LCID2052__x__LDXShaft 

[LDXShaft] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXRoom)  

井道高度  

顶部空间 Specifies the shaft overhead.  

行程（包括越程） Displays the car travel exclusive the top and the bottom run by.  

地坑 Specifies the height of the shaft pit.  

所得井道高度 Displays the resulting shaft height (Overhead + Travel + Pit).  

  

(ShaftDepthCollection)  

(ShaftWidthCollection)  

X0-位置 Provides the opportunity to either position the selected shaft manually or 

automatically in y-direction (add. option for group elevators).  

    自动 The selected shaft gets automatically positioned in x-direction.  

    手动 The selected shaft gets positioned manually in x-direction.  
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Y0-位置 Provides the opportunity to either position the selected shaft manually or 

automatically in x-direction (add. option for group elevators).  

    自动 The selected shaft gets automatically positioned in y-direction.  

    手动 The selected shaft gets manually positioned in x-direction.  

X0 Specifies the shaft position in x-direction, relatively to the shaft basis point 

(this value can only being change if the option X0-positioning gets set to 

Manually previously).  

Y0 Specifies the shaft position in y-direction, relatively to the shaft basis point 

(this value can only being change if the option Y0-positioning gets set to 

Manually previously).  

 

PRP65200196LCID2052__x__LDXShaftSteel 

[LDXShaftSteel] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200197LCID2052__x__LDXShaftSteelWall 

[LDXShaftSteelWall] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

 

PRP65200082LCID2052__x__LDXSheet 

[LDXSheet] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXObject)   

常规   

添加到页计数器  Determines whether to add the currently selected sheet to the page count 

or not.  

    是  Specifies to add the currently selected sheet to the page count.  

    不  Specifies not to add the currently selected sheet to the page count.  
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图页名称  Specifies the name of the current sheet.  

文本框名称  Provides the opportunity to select a title block for the current sheet. Title 

blocks in dwg or dxf format are supported. The filename must start with 

the prefix "titl_". 

绘图框名称  Provides the opportunity to select a drawing border for the current sheet. 

Drawing borders in dwg or dxf format are supported. The filename must 

start with the prefix "bord_". 

选定图块  Determines whether the currently selected sheet shall be pre-selected for 

the plot or not.  

    是  Specifies to select the current sheet for the plot.  

    不  Specifies not to select the current sheet for the plot.  

页面边宽  Specifies the paper space margin for the currently selected sheet.  

可视井道  Group shaft option. Provides the opportunity to display all or only a 

specific shaft in the active sheet (affects all view frames in the current 

sheet).  

    所有  All available shaft get displayed.  

    1  Only the first shaft gets displayed.  

    2  Only the second shaft gets displayed.  

    3  Only the third shaft gets displayed.  

    4  Only the fourth shaft gets displayed.  

    5  Only the fifth shaft gets displayed.  

    6  Only the sixth shaft gets displayed.  

    7  Only the seventh shaft gets displayed.  

    8  Only the eighth shaft gets displayed.  

    9  Only the ninth shaft gets displayed.  

    10  Only the tenth shaft gets displayed.  

    11  Only the eleventh shaft gets displayed.  

    12  Only the twelfth shaft gets displayed.  

    13  Only the thirteenth shaft gets displayed.  

    14  Only the fourteenth shaft gets displayed.  

    15  Only the fifteenth shaft gets displayed.  

    16  Only the sixteenth shaft gets displayed.  

    17  Only the seventeenth shaft gets displayed.  
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    18  Only the eighteenth shaft gets displayed.  

    19  Only the nineteenth shaft gets displayed.  

    20  Only the twentieth shaft gets displayed.  

    21  Only the twenty-first shaft gets displayed.  

    22  Only the twenty-second shaft gets displayed.  

    23  Only the twenty-third shaft gets displayed.  

    24  Only the twenty-fourth shaft gets displayed.  

 

PRP65200083LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrame 

[LDXSheetFrame] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

阴影线  

显示阴影线 Provides the opportunity to switch the hatch in the selected view frame 

on an off (only affects the document in print mode, hatches switched 

on).  

    是 Specifies to switch the hatches in the selected view frame on.  

    不 Specifies to switch the hatches in the selected view frame off (only 

available if the current drawing is in print mode).  

角度 Specifies the hatch angle.  

刻度 Specifies the scale factor for the view frame hatch pattern.  

式样 Provides the opportunity to select a different pattern for the selected 

view frame.  

基点  

X0 Specifies the x-distance between the selected view frame and the sheet 

basis point.  

Y0 Specifies the y-distance between the selected view frame and the sheet 

basis point.  

刻度值 Provides the opportunity to change the scale factor of the currently 

selected view frame (this option is only available for LIFTdesigner 

view frames, not for DWG views).  

刻度值 Provides the opportunity to change the scale factor of the currently 

selected view frame (this option is only available for DWG views, not 

for LIFTdesigner view frames).  
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角度 Specifies the rotation angle of the currently selected view frame (only 

gets displayed for DWG views).  

在局部视图中的轿箱位置  

轿厢位置 Provides the opportunity to select a different, predefined car frame 

position (this setting only affects the currently selected view frame). 

The global car property Predefined location gets overwritten by 

this setting.  

    默认值 Specifies the car to be positioned at the default position.  

    最高楼层 Specifies the car to be positioned at the top service floor.  

    最低楼层 Specifies the car to be positioned at the bottom service floor.  

    最高楼层包括附加越程 Specifies the car to be positioned at the top service floor incl. run by.  

    最低楼层包括附加越程 Specifies the car to be positioned at the bottom service floor incl. run 

by.  

尺寸  

设置 Determines whether to use the global dimension chain settings or to 

change the dimension chain settings individually for the selected view 

frame.  

    整体 Specifies to use the global dimension chain settings for the selected 

view frame.  

    单一 Specifies to change the global dimension chain settings for the 

selected view frame individually.  

尺寸线间距离 Specifies the distance between the dimension-chains (this setting only 

affects the current view frame).  

前面几何距离 Specifies the distance between the front shaft wall and the first 

dimension chain (this setting only affects the current view frame). This 

option is only available if the property Settings gets set to 

Individual previously.  

后面几何距离 Specifies the distance between the rear shaft wall and the first 

dimension chain (this setting only affects the current view frame). This 

option is only available if the property Settings gets set to 

Individual previously.  

左面几何距离 Specifies the distance between the left shaft wall and the first 

dimension chain (this setting only affects the current view frame). This 

option is only available if the property Settings gets set to 

Individual previously.  

右面几何距离 Specifies the distance between the right shaft wall and the first 

dimension chain (this setting only affects the current view frame). This 

option is only available if the property Settings gets set to 

Individual previously.  

文本高度 Specifies the dimension chain text height for the currently selected 

view frame (this setting only affects the current view frame). This 

option is only available if the property Settings gets set to 

Individual previously.  
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开发人员  

自定义视图 Specifies whether the selected view frame is a component developer 

frame or not (component developer option). A component developer 

frame is used to develop existing or new elevator components. Take a 

look at the LIFTdesigner developer documentation to get further 

knowledge about this subject.  

    是 Switches the selected view frame to non-developer mode.  

    不 Switches the selected view frame to developer mode. 

  

开发人姓名 Specifies the developer name of the selected view frame 

(LIFTdesigner developer option).  

尺寸组  

动态列表 Provides the opportunity to display add., user defined dimension 

chains in the current view frame.  

平面图  

显示楼面（平面图） Provides the opportunity to display a different floor in the current plan 

view.  

显示脚手架数量 Specifies to display a specific assembly platform in the current plan 

view.  

横截面  

符号表示法 Provides the opportunity to switch the selected vertical view to as a 

symbolic representation view (this option is useful if the selected 

vertical view doesn't fit into the created sheet, due to the number of 

floors).  

    是 Switches the selected, vertical view to a symbolic representation.  

    不 Switches the selected symbolic representation view to a standard 

vertical view.  

每层楼面向上的可见度 Specifies the visibility above the cut floor levels in a Symbolic 

Representation view.  

每层楼面下部的可见度 Specifies the visibility below the cut floor levels in a Symbolic 

Representation view.  

块间距离 Specifies the distance between the cut floor levels in a symbolic 

representation view (only available if the Symbolic 
Representation property for the selected vertical view gets set to 

Yes previously).  

入口状况  

显示楼面 Provides the opportunity to display a different entry (entry of a 

different floor level) in the current entry section.  

位置 Specifies the wall for the current entrance section.  

剖面 Provides the opportunity to change the section plane of the currently 

selected entry section.  
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入口以上可见度 Specifies the visibility above the selected entrance section.  

入口以下可见度 Specifies the visibility below the selected entrance section.  

局部视图  

详细视图 Determines whether the selected view frame is a detail section or not 

(this option can only be changed, if the selected view frame is a detail 

section).  

    是 Specifies the selected view frame to be a detail section 

    不 Specifies the selected view frame not be a detail section.  

详细位置 Determines whether to set the shaft head, the pit or the car BP as the 

basis point for the currently selected detail section. If the shaft head 

gets set as the basis point for a shaft head detail section, for example, 

this detail section will show the shaft head, independent on the number 

of floors.  

    基点 Specifies the shaft basis point to be used as the detail location for the 

currently selected detail section.  

    顶层 Specifies the shaft overhead to be used as the detail location for the 

currently selected detail section.  

    轿箱 Specifies the car to be used as the detail location for the currently 

selected detail section.  

模式  

显示选择窗口… Provides the opportunity to create a detail section of the currently 

selected view frame. The detail section gets defined by a selection 

window.  

箱体/框 Specifies the extents of the current detail section.  

开发人员  

文件名称 Specifies the file name of the currently selected view frame.  

嵌入DWG Provides the opportunity the save added DWG views, DWG 

annotations in the LIFTdesigner project file.  

    是 The added DWG file gets saved in the LIFTdesigner project file.  

    不 The added DWG file will not being saved in the LIFTdesigner project 

file, it will only be referenced. When distributing the LIFTdesigner 

project file without the corresponding DWG files, the added DWG 

views will not be visible in the project.  

基点  

在X轴上的原点 Provides the opportunity to change the position of the view's x-origin.  

    几何最外左边线 Moves the views x-origin to the left outer edge of the geometry.  

    井道基点 Moves the views x-origin to the x-location of the shaft base point.  

    轿箱基点 Moves the views x-origin to the x-location of the car base point.  
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在Y轴上的原点 Provides the opportunity to change the position of the view's y-origin.  

    几何最低边线 Moves the views x-origin to the bottom edge of the geometry.  

    井道基点 Moves the views y-origin to the y-location of the shaft base point.  

    轿箱基点 Moves the views y-origin to the y-location of the car base point.  

保留基点 Provides the opportunity to position the selected DWG frame 

according to the basis point of the included drawing object.  

    是 Specifies to position the DWG view according to the basis point of the 

displayed drawing object.  

    不 Specifies to insert the selected DWG according to the basis point (in 

general the lower left corner) of the DWG file.  

详述 Provides the opportunity to select a different sheet frame detail mode 

(based on the selected detail mode, some elevator component details 

will be switched on or off). This option only affects the selected view 

frame.  

    基础的 Specifies the detail mode of the currently selected sheet frame to be set 

to Basic.  

    普通 Specifies the detail mode of the currently selected sheet frame to be set 

to Normal.  

    高 Specifies the detail mode of the currently selected sheet frame to be set 

to High.  

符号分级因素 Specifies the scale value for the static LIFTdesigner view frame 

symbols (only available if the property Symbol scale calculation 

gets set to Manually previously).  

符号分级计算 Determines whether to provide the opportunity to change the scale 

value for the static symbols in the LIFTdesigner view frames or not 

(e.g. the floor level symbols in a vertical view).  

    自动地  

    手动的  

视平面  

相对于轿箱视野范围的平面 Specifies the vertical position of the car clipping plane.  

    中心 The position of the clipping plane is at the car center + the additional 

car section clipping plane distance.  

    前面 The position of the clipping plane is at the front car wall + the 

additional car section clipping plane distance.  

    后面 The position of the clipping plane is at the rear car wall + the 

additional car section clipping plane distance.  

相对于轿箱视野范围的平面 Specifies the horizontal position of the car clipping plane.  

    到轿底 The position of the clipping plane is on the car floor + the additional 

car section clipping plane distance.  

    到轿顶 The position of the clipping plane is at the car floor + the additional 

car section clipping plane distance.  
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默认值（0.9*轿箱高度） 

The clipping plane is at its default position, 0.9 * car height (measured 

from the car floor) + the additional car section clipping plane distance.  

至轿箱剖面的距离 This property can be used to change the car section clipping plane. The 

general clipping plane position is defined by the corresponding 

properties.  

平面图  

观察方向 Provides the opportunity to change the view direction for the selected 

plan view.  

    从上 Switches to the view direction to the top (shaft head).  

    从下 Switches to the view direction to the bottom (pit).  

 

PRP65200085LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameOverwrite 

[LDXSheetFrameOverwrite] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

视图框设置  

详细状态 Provides the opportunity to change the detail mode of the selected 

shaft component. The profile visibility of the selected component 

can either be set global via the view frame detail mode (affects all 

other components in the view frame as well) or separate via the 

component detail mode (independent of the view frame detail 

mode).  

    取决于视图框 Specifies to set the detail mode of the selected shaft component 

according to the corresponding view frame detail mode.  

    从视图框中删除 Specifies to set the detail mode of the selected shaft component by 

the shaft component detail mode itself.  

    其它 Specifies to set the detail mode of the selected shaft component in 

another way.  

详细模式 Provides the opportunity to change the detail mode of the selected 

shaft component (only available if the property Detail status gets 

set to Other previously).  

    基础的 Switches the selected shaft component in the current view frame to 

the detail mode Basic (overwrites the view frame detail mode 

settings if the property Detail status gets set to By component).  

    普通 Switches the selected shaft component in the current view frame to 

the detail mode Normal (overwrites the view frame detail mode 

settings if the property Detail status gets set to By component).  

    高 Switches the selected shaft component in the current view frame to 

the detail mode High (overwrites the view frame detail mode 

settings if the property Detail status gets set to By component).  

点划线 Determines whether to display the selected shaft component dashed 

or not.  
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    是 Specifies to display the selected shaft component in the current 

view frame dashed.  

    不 Specifies to display the selected, dashed shaft component in the 

current view frame with solid lines (except ghost components).  

扩展尺寸 Determines whether to display the extended dimensions for the 

selected sheet frame component or not.  

    是 Specifies to display the extended shaft component dimensions 

permanently in the current view frame.  

    不 Specifies not to display the extended shaft component dimensions 

permanently in the current view frame.  

  

(LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDim)  

 

PRP65200086LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDash 

[LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDash] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXSheetFrameOverwrites)  

 

PRP65200087LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDetail 

[LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDetail] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXSheetFrameOverwrites)  

 

PRP65200088LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDim 

[LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDim] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

视图框设置   

尺寸链  Provides the opportunity to change the horizontal position of the 

selected dimension chain.  

    自动  Specifies to position the selected, horizontal dimension chain 

automatically.  

    以上  Specifies to move the selected, horizontal dimension chain 

above the geometry.  
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    以下  Specifies to move the selected, horizontal dimension chain 

below the geometry.  

尺寸链左/右  Provides the opportunity to change the vertical position of the 

selected dimension chain.  

    自动  Specifies to position the selected, vertical dimension chain 

automatically.  

    左  Specifies to move the selected, vertical dimension chain to the 

left side of the geometry.  

    右  Specifies to move the selected, vertical dimension chain to the 

right side of the geometry.  

激活的  Determines whether to enable or to disable the selected 

dimension in the print view.  

    是  Specifies to enable the selected dimension in the print view.  

    不  Specifies to disable the selected dimension in the print view.  

水平的尺寸文本  Provides the opportunity to change the horizontal dimension 

text position of the selected dimension.  

    左  Moves the dimension text to the left side of the dimension.  

    居中  Centers the dimension text of the selected dimension.  

    右  Moves the dimension text to the right side of the dimension.  

垂直的尺寸文本  Provides the opportunity to change the vertical dimension text 

position of the selected dimension.  

    以上  Moves the dimension text above the dimension line.  

    默认值  Moves the dimension text to the default position.  

    以下  Moves the dimension text below the dimension line.  

    中间  Moves the dimension text between the arrow heads of the 

dimension line.  

第1条辅助线  Provides the opportunity to change the 1st extension line of the 

selected dimension.  

    标准  Specifies to display a standard 1st extension line for the selected 

dimension.  

    短  Specifies to display a short 1st extension line for the selected 

dimension.  

    无  Disables the 1st extension line.  

第2条辅助线  Provides the opportunity to change the 2nd extension line of the 

selected dimension.  

    标准  Specifies to display a standard 2nd extension line for the 

selected dimension.  

    短  Specifies to display a short 2nd extension line for the selected 

dimension.  

    无  Disables the 2nd extension line.  
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第一箭头  Provides the opportunity to change the 1st arrow head symbol of 

the selected dimension.  

    箭头  Specifies to display an arrow as the 1st arrowhead for the 

selected dimension.  

    点  Specifies to display a dot as the 1st arrowhead for the selected 

dimension.  

    无  Specifies to display no 1st arrowhead for the selected 

dimension.  

第二箭头  Provides the opportunity to change the 2nd arrow head symbol 

of the selected dimension.  

    箭头  Specifies to display an arrow as the 2nd arrowhead for the 

selected dimension.  

    点  Specifies to display a dot as the 2nd arrowhead for the selected 

dimension.  

    无  Specifies to display no 2nd arrowhead for the selected 

dimension.  

显示器附加选项  Provides the opportunity to change add dimension display 

options.  

    默认值 

 

Sets the additional dimension display options to the default 

settings.  

    
在绘图范围之外1个测点 

 

Specifies one dimension point to be outside of the geometry 

limits. The dimension will also be displayed if the right or the 

left edge of the corresponding geometry is not visible in a detail 

section for example.  

    
在绘图范围之外2个测点 

 

Specifies both dimension point to be outside of the geometry 

limits. The dimension will also be displayed if the right and left 

edge of the corresponding geometry are not visible in a detail 

section for example.  

移动  Provides the opportunity to move the selected dimension in x-, 

y-, or z-direction.  

第一个尺寸点   

LD组件到测试点 1 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Displays the 

component which is related to the first dynamic dimension 

point.  

测试点 1 在X-

轴上的移动 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Provides the 

opportunity to move the first dimension point in x-direction.  

测试点 1 在Y-

轴上的移动 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Provides the 

opportunity to move the first dimension point in y-direction.  

测试点 1 在Z-

轴上的移动 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Provides the 

opportunity to move the first dimension point in z-direction.  

标志测试点 1 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Displays the 

designation of the first dynamic dimension point. If the 

corresponding component contains more than one characteristic 
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point, one of these points can be selected via the property's list 

field. The pre-selected, first dimension point will than being 

exchanged with the selected point. 
  

第二个尺寸点   

LD组件到测试点 2 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Displays the 

componen which is related to the second dynamic dimension 

point.  

测试点 2 在X-

轴上的移动 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Provides the 

opportunity to move the second dimension point in x-direction.  

测试点 2 在Y-

轴上的移动 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Provides the 

opportunity to move the second dimension point in y-direction.  

测试点 2 在Z-

轴上的移动 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Provides the 

opportunity to move the second dimension point in z-direction.  

标志测试点 2 

 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Displays the 

designation of the second dynamic dimension point. If the 

corresponding component contains more than one characteristic 

point, one of these points can be selected via the property's list 

field. The pre-selected, second dimension point will than being 

exchanged with the selected point.  

常规   

尺寸布置 
 

Additional dynamic dimension property: Provides the 

opportunity to change the alignment of the selected, dynamic 

dimension.  

    水平  Aligns the selected dynamic dimension horizontally.  

    垂直  Aligns the selected dynamic dimension vertically.  

    已布置  Aligns the selected dynamic dimension according to the 

dimension points.  

 

PRP65200089LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDimChain 

[LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDimChain] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXSheetFrameOverwrites)  

 

PRP65200090LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDimGroup 

[LDXSheetFrameOverwriteDimGroup] 

Property Items: 
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Name Designation 

  

(LDXSheetFrameOverwrites)  

 

PRP65200091LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameOverwriteExtDim 

[LDXSheetFrameOverwriteExtDim] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

视图框设置  

(LDXSheetFrameOverwrites)  

 

PRP65200084LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameOverwrites 

[LDXSheetFrameOverwrites] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjects)  

 

PRP65200093LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameSection 

[LDXSheetFrameSection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200092LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameSections 

[LDXSheetFrameSections] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200095LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameText 

[LDXSheetFrameText] 
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Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

内容  

X-比例 Specifies the x-scale factor for the selected DWG annotation (only gets displayed 

for DWG annotations).  

Y-比例 Specifies the y-scale factor for the selected DWG annotation (only gets displayed 

for DWG annotations).  

角度 Specifies the rotation angle for the selected DWG annotation (only gets displayed 

for DWG annotations).  

字体名称 Specifies the font type for the selected sheet frame text.  

粗体字 Determines whether the font of the selected sheet frame text is bold or not.  

斜体字 Determines whether the font of the selected sheet frame text is italic or not.  

字体加下划线 Determines whether the font of the selected sheet frame text is underlined or not.  

字体颜色 Specifies the font color of the selected sheet frame text.  

字体 Provides different text styles (configured in the prototype DWG file).  

文本 Provides the opportunity to change the content of the selected sheet frame text.  

文字高度 Specifies the height of the selected sheet frame text.  

文字对齐 Specifies the alignment of the selected sheet frame text inside of the text box.  

DWG注解 Determines whether or not the selected sheet frame text is a DWG annotation.  

    不 The selected DWG annotation gets replaced with a standard annotation box.  

    
是（参考） 

The selected annotation box gets replaced with a DWG file (the DWG file must be 

specified explicitly by the property DGW Filename)  

    
是（参考） 

 

DWG文件名 Specifies the name of the DWG file, the view frame or component annotation gets 

replaced with.  

行间距因素 Specifies the line space factor of the selected sheet frame text.  

固定行间距 Determines whether the line space of the selected sheet frame text is fixed or not 

(only visible if the text height per line is different).  

    是 The line spacing gets set by a fixed value.  

    不 The line spacing doesn't get set by a fixed value.  

尺寸  
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箭头位置X Specifies the x-position of the leader line arrow.  

箭头位置Y Specifies the y-position of the leader line arrow.  

相关文字位置 Provides the opportunity to change the sheet frame text alignment. Since the 

alignment is relative, it can change automatically if the sheet frame text gets moved 

manually.  

    组件 Resets the extents settings of the text.  

    向左对齐 Moves the sheet frame text to the left side of the geometry (extends left).  

    向上对齐 Moves the sheet frame text to the top of the geometry (extends top).  

    向下对齐 Moves the sheet frame text to the bottom of the geometry (extends bottom).  

    向右对齐 Moves the sheet frame text to the right side of the geometry (extends right).  

    
向左上方对齐 

Moves the sheet frame text to the left, top side of the geometry (extends left top).  

    
向左下方对齐 

Moves the sheet frame text to the left, bottom side of the geometry (extends left 

bottom).  

    
向右上方对齐 

Moves the sheet frame text to the right, top side of the geometry (extends right top).  

    
向右下方对齐 

Moves the sheet frame text to the right, bottom side of the geometry (extends right 

bottom).  

框/文字位置Y Specifies the x-position of the selected sheet frame text, relatively to the basis point 

of the view frame.  

框/文字位置X Specifies the y-position of the selected sheet frame text, relatively to the basis point 

of the view frame.  

边框  

边界 Determines whether or not a border shall be displayed for the selected sheet frame 

text  

页面边界 Specifies the border margin of the selected sheet frame text.  

箱体宽度 Specifies the width of the sheet frame text box.  

固定箱宽 Determines whether the box width for the sheet frame text is fixed or not. If the text 

exceeds the box width a line break gets added automatically, if possible.  

    是 The box width gets preset with a fixed value.  

    不 Specifies the box width to be set dynamically.  

引导线 Determines whether or not a leader line shall be displayed for the selected sheet 

frame text. The leader line always points to the basis point of the corresponding 

component 

颜色 Specifies the border color of the selected sheet frame text.  
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PRP65200094LCID2052__x__LDXSheetFrameTexts 

[LDXSheetFrameTexts] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200081LCID2052__x__LDXSheets 

[LDXSheets] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

设置  

绘图语言 Provides the opportunity to change the drawing language (all predefined drawing 

messages will be displayed in the selected language as far as the corresponding 

region kit for the selected language is installed).  

第二种绘图语言 Provides the opportunity to configure a second drawing language.  

图块类型名称 Provides the opportunity to select a different plot style (color with line weight, 

color without line weight, etc.).  

DWG原型名称 Displays the name of the current prototype DWG file (the prototype DWG file 

contains the definitions for the dimension- and text-styles as well as the layer 

configuration).  

层组名称 Provides the opportunity to select a different layer configuration. The text- and 

dimension styles as well as the line types and colors, used in the LIFTdesigner 

drawing, are defined in the LIFTdesigner database.  

视图类型 Determines whether to display the document views in edit- or print mode. The print 

mode (hatches turned on) is intended for the configuration of the view frame layout 

(visibility, position of the dimensions, components), whereas the edit mode is 

intended for the configuration of the elevator (changing components, dimensions, 

etc.).  

    编辑模式 Specifies to display the document views in edit mode.  

    打印模式 Specifies to display the document views in print mode.  

  

(LDXDocument)  

 

PRP65200128LCID2052__x__LDXSillSupport 

[LDXSillSupport] 
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Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

通常的  

距离左面/前面 Specifies the distance between the left / front side of the sill support and the 

shaft wall.  

距离右面/后面 Specifies the distance between the right / rear side of the sill support and the 

shaft wall.  

DZ到地坎 Specifies the z-distance between the sill support and the lower edge of the 

landing door sill.  

组合 Determines whether to apply the changes to all sill supports or to the selected 

sill support only.  

    
该地坎单一设定 

Applies the changes to the selected sill support only.  

    组处理 Applies the changes to all sill supports.  

 

PRP65200121LCID2052__x__LDXSwitchBoard 

[LDXSwitchBoard] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

位置   

位置  Provides the opportunity to change the location of the switch board.  

    前 

 

Moves the switch board to the front wall.  

    后 

 

Moves the switch board to the rear wall.  

    左 

 

Moves the switch board to the left wall.  

    右 

 

Moves the switch board to the right wall.  
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数量  Specifies the number of available switch boards.  

尺寸   

DX  Specifies the width of the selected switch board.  

DY  Specifies the depth of the selected switch board.  

DZ  Specifies the height of the selected switch board.  

位置   

X0  Specifies the x-position of the switch board.  

Y0  Specifies the y-position of the switch board.  

ZD  Specifies the z-position of the switch board.  

 

PRP65200129LCID2052__x__LDXSymbol 

[LDXSymbol] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

视图框设置  

移动 Provides the opportunity to move the selected symbol.  

 

PRP65200096LCID2052__x__LDXTable 

[LDXTable] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200113LCID2052__x__LDXTBifurcation 

[LDXTBifurcation] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  
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PRP65200099LCID2052__x__LDXTensioningWeight 

[LDXTensioningWeight] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

Z向  

Z-距离 Displays the z-distance between the tensioning weight and the pit / shaft head.  

基础高度 Specifies the tensioning weight base height.  

 

PRP65200131LCID2052__x__LDXTravelingCable 

[LDXTravelingCable] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

在较架上的固定点   

DX  Provides the opportunity to change the x-position of the 

traveling cable at the car frame.  

DY  Provides the opportunity to change the y-position of the 

traveling cable at the car frame.  

DZ  Provides the opportunity to change the z-position of the 

traveling cable at the car frame.  

固定位置   

墙壁  Provides the opportunity to change the traveling cable wall 

fixing location.  

    前 

 

The traveling cable gets fixed at the front shaft wall.  

    左 

 

The traveling cable gets fixed at the left shaft wall.  

    后 

 

The traveling cable gets fixed at the rear shaft wall.  
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    右 

 

The traveling cable gets fixed at the right shaft wall.  

直角的  Determines whether to arrange the traveling cable orthogonal 

or aligned.  

    不  Specifies not to arrange the traveling cable orthogonal.  

    是  Specifies to arrange the traveling cable orthogonal.  

位置和长度   

固定位置  Provides different fixing options for the traveling cable.  

    在机房(自动地) 
 

The traveling cable gets fixed at the bottom of the machinery 

room. This position is constant, independent from the floor 

level count and shaft height.  

    
在提升半高度处(自动地)  

The traveling cable gets fixed at half travel. This position is 

constant, independent from the floor level count and shaft 

height.  

    任意位置(手动)  The traveling cable gets fixed at a predefined position in z-

direction.  

Z0 

 

Provides the opportunity to change the z-position of the 

traveling cable at the shaft wall. This option is only available 

if the property "Fixing location" gets set to "free 
position" previously.  

延长常数  Provides the opportunity to extend the length of the traveling 

cable by an add value.  

 

PRP65200064LCID2052__x__LDXUserComp 

[LDXUserComp] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

Additional Child 
Object Settings 

  

Child Object Name  Specifies the name of the additional child component.  

Location   

Position and angle 
calculation 

 Specifies whether to define the position and angle of the additonal 

child object manually or automatically.  

    自动  Specifies the angle and position of the additional child object to be 

set automatically.  

    手动  Specifies the angle and position of the additional child object to be 

set manually.  
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X0  Specifies the position of the additional child object in x-direction, 

relatively to the basis point of the parent component.  

Y0  Specifies the position of the additional child object in y-direction, 

relatively to the basis point of the parent component.  

ZD  Specifies the position of the additional child object in z-direction, 

relatively to the basis point of the parent component.  

Additional Child 
Object Settings 

  

Assigned 
Component Group 

 Specifies the component group the additional child object gets 

assigned to. The additional child object can then beeing switched on 

an off via the correspondin option in the Components toolbar.  

    轿箱与轿门 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Car and Doors component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Car and Doors option in the Components toolbar.  

    导轨 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Guide Rails component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Guide Rails option in the Components toolbar.  

    导轨支架 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Rail Brackets component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Rail Brackets option in the Components toolbar.  

    轿架 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Car Frame component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Car Frame option in the Components toolbar.  

    装配平台 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Assembly Platform 

component group. The child object can then beeing switched on and 

off via the Assembly Platform option in the Components toolbar.  

    机房组件 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Gearing component group. 

The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Gearing option in the Components toolbar.  

    油缸和缓冲器 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Pit Objects component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Pit Objects option in the Components toolbar.  

    轿箱装备 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Car Interior component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Car Interior option in the Components toolbar.  

    固定轨 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Anchor Rails component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Anchor Rails option in the Components toolbar.  

    井道 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Shaft component group. 

The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the Shaft 

option in the Components toolbar.  

    力和载荷 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Forces and loading 

component group. The child object can then beeing switched on and 

off via the Forces and loading option in the Components toolbar.  

    钢丝绳 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Ropes component group. 

The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the Ropes 
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option in the Components toolbar.  

    操纵盘 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Hall Buttons component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Hall Buttons option in the Components toolbar.  

    安全空间 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Refuge Space component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Refuge Space Buttons option in the Components toolbar.  

    机房 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Machine Room 

component group. The child object can then beeing switched on and 

off via the Machine Room option in the Components toolbar.  

    电器组件 

 

Assigns the additional child object to the Electrical Components 

component group. The child object can then beeing switched on and 

off via the Electrical Components option in the Components 

toolbar.  

    限速器 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Governor component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Governor option in the Components toolbar.  

    门固定 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Door Fixing component 

group. The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the 

Door Fixing option in the Components toolbar.  

    梁 
 

Assigns the additional child object to the Beams component group. 

The child object can then beeing switched on and off via the Beams 

option in the Components toolbar.  

    (shfpDeveloper)   

    (shfpUnknown)   

 

PRP65200132LCID2052__x__LDXVentilationWindow 

[LDXVentilationWindow] 

Property Items: 

Name Image Designation 

   

(LDXComp)   

位置   

位置  Provides the opportunity to change the location of the machine room 

ventilation window.  

    前 

 

Moves the ventilation window to the front machine room wall.  

    后 

 

Moves the ventilation window to the rear machine room wall.  
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    左 

 

Moves the ventilation window to the left machine room wall.  

    右 

 

Moves the ventilation window to the right machine room wall.  

 

PRP65200036LCID2052__x__LDXWallOpening 

[LDXWallOpening] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXComp)  

墙洞宽度  

宽度计算 Determines whether to calculate the landing door wall opening width 

automatically or manually.  

    自动 Specifies to calculate the landing door wall opening width automatically.  

    手动 Specifies to calculate the landing door wall opening width manually.  

门框可见度（％） Specifies the visibility of the left and right door frame profiles (in %).  

每侧累计增加 Increases the wall opening width according to the specified value (on the left and 

on the right side of the wall opening).  

左面墙宽 Specifies the distance between the left wall opening edge and the left shaft wall.  

墙洞宽度 Displays the wall opening width.  

右面墙宽 Specifies the distance between the right wall opening edge and the right shaft 

wall.  

墙洞高度  

高度计算 Determines whether to define the landing door wall opening height automatically 

or manually.  

    手动 Specifies to calculate the landing door wall opening height manually.  

    相对于轿顶高 Specifies to calculate the landing door wall opening height relatively to the floor 

level's ceiling height.  

    相对于门高 Specifies to calculate the landing door wall opening height relatively to the door 

height.  

门框可见度（％） Specifies the visibility of the top door frame profile (in %).  

累计增加 Increases the wall opening height according to the specified value.  

墙洞高度 Displays the total wall opening height.  
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PRP65200013LCID2052__x__LDXYokeGuide 

[LDXYokeGuide] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXMoveFrame)  

尺寸  

导轨间距 Specifies the distance between the guide rails of the cylinder yoke.  

 

PRP65200143LCID2052__x__Long 

[Long] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(WbLong)  

 

PRP65200000LCID2052__x__Shaft.L_SystemTab 

[Shaft.L_SystemTab] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

电梯描述 Specifies the designation of the currently selected elevator.  

电梯号 Specifies the number of the currently selected elevator.  

电梯面积 Specifies the car area of the currently selected elevator.  

使用者栏 1 Displays user specific elevator information.  

 

PRP65200158LCID2052__x__ShaftDepthCollection 

[ShaftDepthCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

井道深度  

前面壁龛深度 Specifies the depth of the front landing door pocket (only visible if 

entrances are available on the front shaft wall).  
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前面距离，门/井道 Specifies the clearance between the front landing door an the wall (only 

visible if entrances are available on the front shaft wall).  

门前部间隙 Specifies the clearance between the front landing door and the car door 

(only visible if entrances are available on the front shaft wall).  

门前部延长 Specifies the depth of the front car return (only visible if entrances are 

available on the front shaft wall).  

前距离，墙/轿厢 Specifies the distance between the car and the front shaft wall (only 

visible if the counterweight is not located on the front shaft wall). 

.  

前轿壁 Specifies the thickness of the front car wall.  

轿厢深度 Specifies the car depth.  

后轿壁 Specifies the thickness of the rear car wall.  

后面距离，井道/轿厢 Specifies the distance between the car and the rear shaft wall (only 

visible if the counterweight is not located on the rear shaft wall).  

门背部延长 Specifies the depth of the rear car return (only visible if entrances are 

available on the rear shaft wall).  

门背部间隙 Specifies the clearance between the rear landing and the car door (only 

visible if entrances are available on the rear shaft wall).  

后面距离，门/井道 Specifies the clearance between the rear landing door an the wall (only 

visible if entrances are available on the rear shaft wall).  

后侧壁龛深度 Specifies the depth of the rear landing door pocket (only visible if 

entrances are available on the rear shaft wall).  

后面距离，轿厢/对重 Specifies the distance between the car and the counterweight (only 

visible if the counterweight is located on the rear shaft wall).  

对重后面宽度 Specifies the counterweight depth (only visible if the counterweight is 

located on the rear shaft wall).  

后面距离，对重/墙壁 Specifies the distance between the counterweight and the rear shaft wall 

(only visible if the counterweight is located on the rear shaft wall).  

后面距离，轿厢/导轨 Specifies the distance between the rear guide rail and the car.  

后面距离，导轨/导轨支架 Specifies the distance between the rear guide rail and the rail bracket.  

后面距离导，轨支架/墙壁 Specifies the distance between the rear shaft wall and the rail bracket 

需要的井道深度 Displays the resulting shaft depth.  

 

PRP65200160LCID2052__x__ShaftDepthDimension 

[ShaftDepthDimension] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectDim)  
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(ShaftDepthCollection)  

 

PRP65200157LCID2052__x__ShaftWidthCollection 

[ShaftWidthCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

井道宽度  

左边距离，墙/导轨支架 Specifies the distance between the left shaft wall and the rail bracket 

左边距离，导轨支架/导轨 Specifies the distance between the left guide rail and the rail bracket.  

左边距离，导轨/轿厢 Specifies the distance between the left guide rail and the car.  

左边壁龛深度 Specifies the depth of the left landing door pocket (only visible if 

entrances are available on the left shaft wall).  

左边距离，门/井道 Specifies the clearance between the left landing door an the shaft wall 

(only visible if entrances are available on the left shaft wall).  

门的左间隙 Specifies the clearance between the left landing and the car door (only 

visible if entrances are available on the left shaft wall).  

门的左延长 Specifies the depth of the left car return (only visible if entrances are 

available on the left shaft wall).  

左边距离，墙/轿厢 Specifies the distance between the car and the left shaft wall (only 

visible if the counterweight is not located on the left shaft wall).  

左边距离，墙/对重 Specifies the distance between the counterweight and the left shaft wall 

(only visible if the counterweight is located on the left shaft wall).  

对重左边宽度 Specifies the counterweight depth (only visible if the counterweight is 

located on the left shaft wall).  

左面距离，对重/轿厢 Specifies the distance between the car and the counterweight (only 

visible if the counterweight is located on the left shaft wall).  

左面轿厢墙 Specifies the thickness of the left car wall.  

轿厢宽度 Specifies the car width.  

右轿壁 Specifies the thickness of the right car wall.  

右面距离，轿厢/对重 Specifies the distance between the car and the counterweight (only 

visible if the counterweight is located on the right shaft wall).  

对重右边宽度 Specifies the counterweight depth (only visible if the counterweight is 

located on the right shaft wall).  

右面距离，对重/墙 Specifies the distance between the counterweight and the right shaft 

wall (only visible if the counterweight is located on the right shaft wall).  

右面距离，井道/轿厢 Specifies the distance between the car and the left shaft wall (only 

visible if the counterweight is not located on the right shaft wall).  

门的右延长 Specifies the depth of the right car return (only visible if entrances are 

available on the right shaft wall).  
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门的右间隙 Specifies the clearance between the right landing and the car door (only 

visible if entrances are available on the right shaft wall).  

右边距离，门/井道 Specifies the clearance between the right landing door an the shaft wall 

(only visible if entrances are available on the right shaft wall).  

右边的壁龛深度 Specifies the depth of the right landing door pocket (only visible if 

entrances are available on the right shaft wall).  

右面距离，轿厢/导轨 Specifies the distance between the right guide rail and the car.  

右面距离，导轨/导轨支架 Specifies the distance between the right guide rail and the rail bracket.  

右面距离，导轨支架/墙 Specifies the distance between the right shaft wall and the rail bracket 

须要的井道宽度 Displays the resulting shaft width.  

 

PRP65200159LCID2052__x__ShaftWidthDimension 

[ShaftWidthDimension] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObjectDim)  

(ShaftWidthCollection)  

 

PRP65200142LCID2052__x__Short 

[Short] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(WbShort)  

 

PRP65200149LCID2052__x__Var 

[Var] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

 

PRP65200144LCID2052__x__Vr 

[Vr] 
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Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

数值  

 

PRP65200138LCID2052__x__WbDouble 

[WbDouble] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

数值  

 

PRP65200139LCID2052__x__WbLong 

[WbLong] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

数值  

 

PRP65200140LCID2052__x__WbShort 

[WbShort] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

数值  

 

PRP65200137LCID2052__x__WbString 

[WbString] 

Property Items: 
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Name Designation 

  

(LDXObject)  

文本  

 

PRP65200170LCID2052__x__WeightsObjectCollection 

[WeightsObjectCollection] 

Property Items: 

Name Designation 

重量  

乘客数量 Specifies the passenger count (influences the payload).  

乘客重量 Specifies the passenger weight.  

额定承载 Specifies the payload.  

轿箱 Specifies the car weight.  

附加重量 Provides the opportunity to specify an additional weight.  

轿架 Specifies the weight of the car frame.  

轿箱前门 Specifies the weight of the front car door.  

轿箱后门 Specifies the weight of the rear car door (if available).  

轿箱左门 Specifies the weight of the left car door (if available).  

轿箱右门 Specifies the weight of the right car door (if available).  

轿箱总重量 Displays the total car weight (car + car frame + add. + car door weight)  

额定承载 +  轿箱重量 Displays the resulting car weight (total car weight + payload).  

 


